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ITEM NO. 1: PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2011 FOR THE
COUNTY OF MAUI (CC 10-27, CC 10-61, CC 10-68)

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is
now in session. Today is April 30th, 2010 and the time is 9:05. Good morning,
Members.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Today is the final day. Hopefully we can complete before
midnight. So, at this time, the Chair would like to recognize the Members that are
here this morning. We do have Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good morning, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair, aloha and good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. And Member Victorino.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning, Chair, aloha.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Aloha. And joining us now is Member Kaho'ohalahala.
Excused at this time is Member Johnson. From the Administration we do have
our First Deputy Corporation Counsel, Traci Fujita Villarosa, as well as our
Budget Director, Mr. Fred Pablo. And then as always supporting the Committee
we do have Legislative Analyst Gayle Revels and Scott Kaneshina, and our
Secretary, Yvette Bouthillier
Members, we do have several people signed up for public testimony this morning.
For those of you that are providing public testimony, you have three minutes to
provide your testimony. After two minutes, the Staff will notify you that you
have one minute to conclude. And before we receive public testimony if every
one of us can turn off our cell phones or put it on the silent mode. Those of you
that are providing public testimony, if you can provide us with your name,
organization that you represent, the Chair and the Committee would appreciate
that. The first testifier this morning is Ryan Churchill followed by Justin Pardo.
. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .
MR. CHURCHILL: Good morning, Chair Pontanilla and Members of the Budget and
Finance Committee. My name is Ryan Churchill with Maui Land and Pineapple
Company. We have been quiet during the budget and property tax discussions
this year so far and understand the difficult choices you have to make. We have
no comments on the proposed rates and you received significant testimony last
night on the rates. However, one proposed bill could have a significant impact on
a company which has sparked our testimony today. We have concerns with the
proposed changes to Section 3.48.305, of the Maui County Code, which is Item 9
on your posted agenda. One of the proposed changes would eliminate real
property tax classification of units within a condominium by their actual use and
leave it up to the tax assessor to apply the tax classification based on their
determination of highest and best use. Our concern is specific to properties that
are a condominium and are on land zoned for hotel use by the County. The
County hotel zoning is a stacking type of zoning that allows for a variety of uses,
including residential, apartment, hotel, TVRs, timeshares, and ancillary
commercial uses. Hotel zoned properties with a mix of uses are typically
condominiums. The subject code...testify now was changed in the past to what it
is now today to specifically address the variety of possible uses under the
structure, and it's a fair way to apply the tax rate and it's worked. The proposed
changes would take that away and will leave this subjective interpretation of
highest and best use and potentially broad swings in the amount of taxes due
without any change in the actual use of the property. Please consider that in the
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past when units in a condominium were classified as highest and best use, the
County did not have a separate timeshare tax classification with such an extreme
difference in rate compared to other classifications. The timeshare tax
classification is unique because there is no specific zoning for time share on Maui
that fits that classification.
MS. REVELS: Two minutes.
MR. CHURCHILL: The separate timeshare class classification passed a few years ago
adds additional complexity to the impacts if the changes proposed in this bill are
passed. Our concern is units in a condominium will be reclassified from
apartment to hotel or timeshare classification or hotel to timeshare classification
significantly increasing our tax. Some examples are provided in a written
testimony I provided to you today. We believe that current implementation of the
tax classification of condominium works fine. Units on a Hotel zoned or TVR
allowable property in the past have automatically assessed at the Hotel/Resort rate
and it is up to the owner to provide proof otherwise. Units that are part of a
timeshare plan registered with the State or assessed at the timeshare rate.
Definitions currently in Section C of the subject code are clear.
The proposed changes will certainly raise additional tax revenue for the County,
but at the cost of another impact to our resort and visitor industry. We understand
that this proposed ordinance does not affect the 2010-2011 tax year and budget,
and therefore request that the bill remains in committee for further discussions.
MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
MR. CHURCHILL: If the Committee is intent on passing the bill, we suggest some
specific language be provided to clarify when the timeshare classification applies
i.e. the unit must be part of timeshare plan pursuant to State law. Thanks for the
opportunity to testify.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. Churchill this
morning? Seeing none; thank you, again, Ryan. And Mr. Churchill did provide
written testimony. The next testifier is Justin Pardo.
MR. PARDO: Hello, everyone. My name is Justin Pardo and I'm from Makawao.
Actually, I own a small business called the Market Fresh Bistro. And I'm here on
behalf of the Hawaii Farmer's Union. And what I want to talk about is just
how...my business is really small and I depend on all these farmers to produce
unbelievable produce for us which they work hard every day to do. And what we
do is, last year our restaurant, we've only been open for about a year and five
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months and last year our restaurant produced 24,000 lbs. we sold of Maui produce
which includes Maui coffee, Maui cattle, farmer's markets, and just everything on
Maui, and that's what our goal is for our restaurant. And we just want to support
all of our farmers, you know, and we know that everyone works hard. They wake
up early in the morning, they do everything that they have to do, and the reason
why they do it is because they love what they do. I love what I do. And I just
want to be behind them and I want them to strive and succeed and just make Maui
a great of a place as it is right now. I moved here seven years ago from New York
City and this is my home now and I'm not leaving because I really love it here.
And anything that I can do to make Maui even better than what it is now I'm
going to, and that's by supporting the Hawaii's Farmers Union because with them
they're going to be able to make their own decisions and the decisions that they
make right now are unbelievable. You know, I invite any of you guys to come to
the restaurant and you can see what we're doing. And the only way that we're
able to do that is with them. And another thing everyone has to understand is, is
that if we support Maui and produce and if everyone say every person that lives
on Maui spends $20 a week on local produce, just imagine how much revenue
that is for Maui, and not only with just everything, with furlough Fridays, you
know, we get our kids back in school because our keikis are the ones who are
going to take our places when we retire on Maui and enjoy Maui and relax. And
if we can't give them the right things and the tools right now, what are we going
to do? So I'm doing everything that I can and I know who all the farmers are to -MS. REVELS: Two minutes.
MR. PARDO: --just Maui even more sustainable and more great than it is. Right now,
the restaurant we do a farmer's dinner where we show case a local farmer and we,
all the menu is based on their produce and $5.00 of that proceeds goes to the
Makawao School where we built a garden for the keiki where they could get
sprouted fruits and vegetables and, you know, to teach the keiki that you don't
need to eat can vegetables and fruits. There's fresh vegetables here on Maui.
There's fruits on Maui, there's beef on Maui. You know, if we support and we
teach keiki from when they're young to support Maui farmers, Maui local
businesses, that's how Maui is going to stay. You know, I'm for it 100 percent
and everything that I'm speaking up here I invite anyone to the restaurant and see.
There's no stickers on my fruit, there's no mainland boxes on my garbage because
I support Maui 100 percent -MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
MR. PARDO: --like I told you from beginning. Thank you.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? I just
have a comment. What are you doing lunch time?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(Laughter). . .
MR. PARDO: Today?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We got a kitchen in the back.
MR. PARDO: Well, if I can get someone to work, I'll actually be more than happy to,
you know, and there's a farmer's market today at Ah Fooks on Friday, so I can get
all the local produce and then we can make you a great lunch and I can show you
exactly what I'm talking about.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. .. (chuckled) . . . Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I volunteer for the work crew.
MR. PARDO: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, again, Justin, for being here this morning.
Members, any more questions for Mr. Pardo? Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Seriously...you mentioned that you have your restaurant
in Makawao, how long have you been there?
MR. PARDO: For a year and five months.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: A year and five months. You're doing well.
MR. PARDO: Very well.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: From what I can hear, you're doing very, very well.
MR. PARDO: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So do you think that your secret is the fresh Maui
ingredients?
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MR. PARDO: Absolutely. And the way it's prepared. What we do is we get our
produce every Wednesday fresh from the market. Thursday, Friday, Saturday for
dinner you're eating a vegetable that was picked on Wednesday. You know it's
not picked, brought over on a ship, held, it's like three days old and we don't do a
lot of, we don't put a lot of sauces and ingredients. We want you to actually taste
what Maui is about. So we do as minimal to the food so you can actually taste
what all the farmers, their hard work...it pays off. It's all fresh produce.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very, very much. We're glad to know about
you.
MR. PARDO: Thank you. Aloha. Thank you, everyone.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And remember our faces now when we come to
your restaurant. . . .(chuckled).. .
MR. PARDO: I defmitely will.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Next testifier...we gotta have some humor in this testimony,
you know. Irene Plunkett Mina followed by Vincent Mina.
MS. MINA: ka kou, Committee Chairperson and Committee Members. My name is
Irene Nawaau Plunkett Mina. I am a native Hawaiian, Kanaka Maoli, and a keiki
o ka aina. I am a commercial, small family farmer, farming in the direction that is
pono with the aina. As a family farm, this is what we are responsible for on a
daily basis to operate our farm -- harvesting, planting, washing, cleaning, seed
soaking, inventory, sales, marketing, record keeping, customer service, crop
rotation, bookkeeping, invoicing, distribution, promotion, food safety, composting
and janitorial work. It is a major detail and great responsibility on a consistent
basis to supply our community with local grown, nutrient rich food. I'm here to
let you folks know we need representation and support to grow our agricultural
presence on our island. As a family farm, we are the ones producing the food.
Yet, to evolve and grow, and be consistent, we want to continue to encourage,
educate, and elevate the awareness of such a noble profession. My being here sets
me back on my daily responsibilities to run our farm. Yet, it is very important
that I speak up and have my voice heard for our small family farms. I support
Hawaii Farmer's Union. If you choose to give any financial support to this
organization, know that it is statement valuing the direction I feel we need to go in
as a County. My question is to you, Committee Members, how much of a
statement do you want to make? What do you value? And how and where your
food comes and is grown? There are many issues and crisis facing the world
worldwide. There's water issues and where food is grown folks. And we need to
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make some kind of decision now, not today, not tomorrow, but now for our
people, our children to continue to educate and give them a wholesome place to
live.
MS. REVELS: Two minutes.
MS. MINA: This is my home and I want to make it better for my children to live in. We
are committed to our island's economy. We choose to grow our food for our
people. There is so much natural abundance we can tap into locally. I am a
woman a faith and believe we can a small family farm support a new food
revolution. I encourage all of you to come and see what we are doing at our next
Hawaii Farmer's meeting. Let's grow, let's share, let's embrace and support each
other through farming. Let's hope to grow something you love by listening to
what our body needed and grew what I love eating a gift...excuse me, by listening
to what my body needed and grew what I love eating was a gift was birthed in
more ways than one. In 2008, I was selected as a agricultural leadership
participant in the University of Hawaii's 16-month program. I was one of two
people selected from Maui, 12 statewide-MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
MS. MINA: --thank you, to participate in this awesome program. Was that one minute?
Was that two minutes?
MS. REVELS: Three.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Three minutes.
MS. MINA: Okay. Thank you very much. Sorry. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing
none. Thank you.
MS. MINA: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Next testifier is Vincent Mina followed by John Blumer Buell.
MR. MINA: He's back.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(Laughter)...
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MR. MINA: Hi, everybody. Okay. So today, what I want to do is give back. And I've
been talking about a number of things over the years that of presenters that we
bring in from Maui Aloha Aina and what they share. And so a Council member
asked me about what I shared last year about the iodine test so I want to go over
that. So you guys, now that this process is over you can kind of take care of
yourself too. Iodine is potassium iodide. You know what we put on cuts,
potassium iodide. So I want you to go home, get in your medicine cabinet and get
that potassium iodide, put a couple drops on your wrist tonight before you go to
bed, spread it around, it's going to stain your wrist, probably more orange than
this because this is an internal iodine that I take. But you stain your wrist like
this, let it dry, and then tomorrow morning when you wake up look on your wrist
and see if it's there. If it's not there, you're deficient in iodine. I'll give you a
quick one on what iodine is important about especially women. Women
concentrate iodine in their mammary glands and their thyroid. Okay. Our
thyroid...now I have to preface this. I'm not a medical doctor but I did stay at a
Holiday Inn last night, okay. Our thyroid, our blood passes through our thyroid
every 15 minutes. When we're fleshed with iodine it kills all the nasty that come
through. So it's really important. Okinawans they don't get cancer for the most
part. Their diets are very high in iodine. Kelp is a good way to do it if you can
get kelp in your diet. There's another product here called lodoral. If you go to
breast cancer choices, you go to that website, it's the most inexpensive form you
can get. This is 12 1/2 milligrams, folks. You know what the RDA is for iodine
from our government - 500 micrograms. So, RDA, in my opinion, stands for
really dumb advice.
MS. REVELS: Two minutes.
MR. MINA: Another thing I wanted to share with you is this. Anybody's got digestive
problems you want to eat copious amounts of coconut. Coconut will digest in our
gut. We digest in our stomach, excuse me. It's an amazing food. If you have any
digestive problems, crohn's disease, anything that's digestive, you do
coconut...cannot do you no harm. I eat copious amounts of fat because fat burns
fat. It's important to know what kind of fat you're eating. This is a great fat.
Love it. You want to cook with coconut oil, you don't want to cook with
vegetable oil. That's what's killing us folks. These vegetable oils are not good to
cook with. So, in that spirit of aloha, mahalo nui for everything you guys do. I
don't know how you do it, to tell you the truth. I wouldn't survive in this place
here. So, you wear a lot of hats and I appreciate, like I said, you putting up with
me because I feel real passionate about what I do. And as you can see, my wife
does too.
MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
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MR. MINA: So, thanks again for all your support. Appreciate it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. Mina? Anyone
wants coconut this morning? Thank you, Vince.
MR. MINA: You're welcome.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The next testifier is John Blumer-Buell.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: Aloha, Chair Pontanilla and Members of the Committee. I
came by today to testify regarding more cost savings and preventing unwanted
conflicts in our communities by following the community plan ordinances. First,
I want to follow up on the last two hearings a couple things I heard. I hope you'll
take Marc Hodges up on his offer to help you save money. Somehow engage
him Secondly, Bill Tavares and Tony Fisher, I've worked with them for more
than a decade, take advantage of our expertise. I mean, we've been putting out
offers and to Bill's credit he's still fighting at 88 years old. Last thing, yesterday
Sandy Baz was testifying regarding the Ala Hou program, I think there's room in
our budget for something that is just pure compassion. And I've known people in
this situation and this is a valuable service at some level of funding. Okay. Back
to what I have to say. I ask you to fund the water and wastewater plant for Hana
as called for in the 1994 Hana Community Plan this year, and move the other
water issues to the Water Resource Committee. I urge you to fund the Hana
transfer station planned this year, not next year. And require the Environmental
Management Department to perform a supplemental environmental assessment
regarding the Hana dump mining operation. They were required to do an
environmental assessment and they didn't answer the questions regarding the
mining operation that would have given you the information to deal with the
issues that I presented in my 14-page letter. And by the way, I ran into Clayton
Yoshida yesterday at lunch, the Planning Commission is going to that mining
operation next Tuesday.
MR. REVELS: Two minutes.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: So they've acknowledged it. Next thing, this will save
you...my talking about this, this could save the County 6, 12 million bucks.
Myself and Carl Lindquist and others were part of a group called the Alliance for
the Heritage of East Maui. They talk about the rehabilitation and the repair of the
bridges in Hana. In fact, it is a plan to take down every one of the bridges. It is
not a rehabilitation plan at all. In the budget, they refer to it as rehabilitation. It's
not. They plan to tear down all the bridges. This is a world accepted standard.
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I've met with experts, a number of us have in Hana. This can save you millions of
dollars. We can train County workers to rehab our bridges. They don't need to be
torn down. They're repairing Papahawahawa, they're tearing it -MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: --down right now. It could have been repaired for $100,000
ten years ago, you're going to spend a million and a half to two million on that
bridge. So I'm happy to share this final thing. The County has acknowledged the
work that we did. When the bridge went out at Pahihi after the big earthquake a
few years ago, Bob Carroll called me to fmd out where can we get a temporary
bridge? He knew that we'd been working on this. I had the County and
Charmaine Tavares in touch with these companies. Within four hours, they had
an engineer helping you. And it's not about me. It's about the fact that there's a
lot of people in this community that want to help all of us-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: --and please take advantage of it. Aloha.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. Blumer-Buell?
Seeing none; thank you again. Dave DeLeon followed by Sandy Baz.
MR. DeLEON: Good morning. Aloha.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning.
MR. DeLEON: I'm Dave DeLeon, Government Affairs Director for the Realtors
Association of Maui. Thank you for this opportunity to speak on a proposal that
we believe that will unfairly and radically change the tax status of thousands of
Maui County property owners and which could further de-stabilize an already
weak condominium real estate market in Maui County. The proposal to amend
Maui County Code 3.48.305C would tax property owners who are not using their
apartments as short-term rentals or time shares as if they are. Many of these
property owners have bought their properties decades ago and have, in essence,
bought, agreed to the deal and pay their fair share of the County's tax burden.
Now, apparently to a reaction to a proposal from the Finance Department, the
Council is preparing to change that deal without notice to the affected parties, and
is planning to increase the tax burden on this select group of property owners by
two or three times. While the proposed action will undoubtedly make life easier
for the tax department, the $6 million promised in new income is in doubt. Our
condominium market is quite fragile and its values continue on a downward trend.
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Short renting must deeply discount their units. Many have moved over to
long-term rentals but are finding that the rates in that category are also falling.
And failing to fmd enough income in neither category, many are simply keeping
their units off the market. When you pass this measure, it will have a further
negative impact on the market for these units. It could even lead towards more
foreclosures. In this world of moral communications, the word will go out that
you cannot count on Maui County to hold to the deals it makes. Once that genie
is out of the bottle, you will not be able to put it back. As for the Finance
Department's ambitions to raise more money is our respectful opinion that, -MS. REVELS: Two minutes.
MR. DeLEON: --that Department could focus its considerable acumen on straightening
out its dysfunctional appeals process. If the Department were to spend its time
and energy on that objective, a major part of Maui County's money woes will go
away. There's nothing that requires this action to happen now. This measure, if
passed now, will not improve the County's bottom line for this budget. Again, we
respectfully point out that the affected community is just now hearing about this
proposal and I can tell you many were shocked and disbelief. The few speakers
on this subject today represent a tiny tip of the iceberg of opposition that this
measure will face as we move forward. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member, questions for the testifier? Seeing none;
thank you again.
MR. DeLEON: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sandy Baz followed by Zeke Kalua.
MR. BAZ: Good morning, Chair Pontanilla and Committee Members. My name is
Sandy Baz from Maui Economic Opportunity. As we close the Committee's work
today, hopefully today or tonight, I just wanted to, first of all, say thank you. You
folks have worked incredibly hard this session over some really, really tough
issues. And in my opinion, it's issues that really are things that you're discussing
as part of the budget but things that really need a bigger look at. Many issues that
are coming up are things...policy issues, there are things of about administrative
implementation of rules and...even testimony today. These are issues that really
affect our community. They affect the way we operate. Three issues that are very
important to me...of course transportation. The State requires a non-metropolitan
transportation planning group to go through and actually look at what the needs
are for transportation, not just mass transportation but also human services. The
group unfortunately hasn't met, and the State has no record of any meetings of
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theirs or anything. It supposed to be led by your Department of Transportation
Director of the County and it...I'm not sure what the outcome has been or if
there's proper planning procedures. There was discussion by Chair Pontanilla
yesterday about having that whether it's in a committee, such as Public Service or
in the Budget Committee or if was ran by a group like Focus Maui Nui. We need
some kind of third party evaluation and review of the consolidated transportation
for our community. What is the future going to be? Rather than coming head to
head every year about transportation issues, let's look at what are the long term
values, what are the issues, what are our citizens looking for, what is the need -MS. REVELS: Two minutes.
MR. BAZ: --and how can we accomplish that? And I think that's something that needs
to happen in a planned process and something that needs to be discussed openly
and thoroughly so that we can evaluate that and come to a nice conclusion that we
can all agree on.
Secondly, is the RFP issue that was brought up again yesterday. As president of
the Maui Nonprofit Directors back in 2003, I strongly advocated for a RFP system
in this County similar to what the State does in purchase to service contracts. I'll
continue to advocate for that. I honestly do not like the process that we go
through now. I mean, I have to do it because that's my job as the MEO Director
to be in front of you, you know, to advocate for our issues and things like that.
But I honestly do not like to do it. I would much rather do a competitive process
of RFPs. That's why we've been successful in reducing the County's, our
dependency on the County to 40 percent this year versus 54 percent three years
ago because I do actively pursue RFPs from the Federal, the State level, other
issues so that we can -MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
MR. BAZ: --competitively go after those funds. Third issue is contracts. That's another
issue you guys have been struggling with this year. There's been an agency that
hasn't got their contract so far this year, you know, that's a big issue that I hope
the Council looks at in detail and how that process goes in dealing with nonprofits
and the County and how those implementation of your desires, your allocations
happens. And it's something that I'm concerned with for this next year to make
sure that the funds that you guys have allocated actually gets to nonprofits that
you want it to go to. So those are my three issues, Chair, and thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Member
Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you very much, Sandy. A question...you
have a number of contracts with the County of Maui.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: For various programs.
MR. BAZ: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: What was your experience in getting those contracts?
Did it take you a long time? Are there any outstanding?
MR. BAZ: No. We just received the last two contracts executed this week or last week.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: This week or last week.
MR. BAZ: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And so you don't receive any payment until the contract
is consummated?
MR. BAZ: Correct. And sometimes it takes a while after that to get payments too. But
the first contract we received was for Enlace Espano and that was, if I recollect
correctly back in the end of August maybe September. Transportation contract
we had to push really hard to get through so that we could get the first...the first
payment we received for our transportation contract was October 1st. So MEO
fronted $1 4 million on our transportation operations for the first quarter because
we didn't have a contract yet from the County.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That makes it pretty difficult considering your cash flow.
MR. BAZ: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: The other point about this contracting, we'll be talking
about this. Chair has promised that we're going to have a meeting to talk about
this later. But have you experienced contracts that have money withheld after
you've already consummated a contract?
MR. BAZ: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And what is that based on? Is it because you don't spend
it or because something...what is it based on?
MR. BAZ: Various reasons. Transportation in FY '09 we didn't draw down a significant
amount in transportation for two different reasons. One was because gas prices
were cheaper and we were able to review our insurance policies and things and
save some money in that area.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good.
MR. BAZ: We were able to create some efficiencies in maintenance and things like that.
So we were able to not draw down because of that. And also because of the ferry
subsidies that happened so we didn't draw down because of that. This year, we've
had some issues with one of our grants in the Department of Housing and Human
Concerns as the details of what they're buying and how they're buying it, and they
didn't want to pay for their pro rata share of all the fire extinguisher servicing
because they thought we had to do it anyway. And so they held up some of the
payments, portions of the dollars because of that issue too.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay, thank you very much. And we'll be looking into
this. Thank you.
MR. BAZ: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions for the testifier?
Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Baz, good morning. Thank you very much for
your testimony. What is the total dollar amount that the taxpayers of Maui
County provides to MEO?
MR. BAZ: Um...last year, well, the current fiscal year is approximately $7.4 million.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: $7.4 million.
MR. BAZ: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions? Thank you.
Thank you, Sandy.
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MR. BAZ: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Next testifier is Zeke Kalua followed by Tom Blackburn
Rodriguez.
MR. KALUA: Good morning, Chair Pontanilla, Members of the Budget and Finance
Committee. My name is Ezekiela Kalua speaking on behalf of West Maui
Taxpayers Association today. First of all, we want to congratulate you for being
right there at the final moments of the budget. It was a real tough one and we
recognize that. Also, I want to thank you for all of the diligent work that you've
done to find ways to fund a lot of the important projects that we've seen. In
saying that, I have to unfortunately go to an unhappy side of this testimony but
basically to oppose the classification of a bill for an ordinance amending Section
3.48.305. I understand where the Finance Director is looking at possibly trying to
increase the amount of economics that we have in light of all of the requests to
you when people saying about how hard it was budget-wise. Seems like a very
diligent plan. The problem is that shy of saying that people didn't know anything
about it, majority of the people that have found out about it are very scared right
now. The perception right now and the majority of the West Maui community is
that people who had the foresight to invest in investment properties 10 to 15 or 20
years ago are going to be persecuted for doing that. A lot of our community in
West Maui is living off fixed incomes and we just think that if there is an
opportunity for us to maybe sit down as a community, we can help provide some
guidance, a fair way to do it at the risk of not making the County or the Finance
Department look like the bad guy. We understand that it is very timely. We
understand that it will not adversely affect this budget but the one to come
following that, and we are prepared at WMTA to facilitate a meeting within the
County as soon as next week if the Council is willing to possibly look at a
compromise and holding it back. We understand it's important for you to pass it
when you can and we don't want to interfere with that as much as possible. I
know a lot of you got beat up last night and a lot of that is really being sparked
because of people's misunderstanding of what this bill is to represent.
MS. REVELS: Two minutes.
MR. KALUA: Our directors at WMTA tried to look aside from what may or may not be
perceived in this bill and put themselves in the eyes of yourselves and they were
trying to fmd the merit behind passing this bill right away. Unfortunately,
majority of them came up with the understanding that there wasn't a lot of merit to
passing it right away. We are willing to work with you. Please don't perceive this
as the community telling you, you don't understand what you're doing because
that's not what it is intended to be. We want to be very proactive with it. We
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want to help you reach your goal that you're looking for and, again, the WMTA is
willing to help you in any way we can, including facilitating meetings to do so in
our community. So, thank you for your consideration of our testimony. Again,
congratulations on the budget. Job well done.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier?
Seeing...oh, Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Zeke, for being here this morning.
You mentioned that people don't know about this. How did you find out about it?
MR. KALUA: We actually got an e-mail from a few different entities -- Realtor
Association of Maui, Maui Chamber of Commerce, Hotel Lodging Association,
even a few concerned citizens that constantly appeal their tax rates that they get
for the second properties that they own.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And when did you fmd out?
MR. KALUA: We found out last Tuesday.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Last Tuesday. And so, well, everybody has been
scrambling trying to figure out what's going on.
MR. KALUA: Yeah. And the problem with the scramble is that we're appreciative of
the language within this amendment that shows where we're going to be
protecting the people that are currently qualifying for the homeowner's exemption
and can prove that. And I think a lot of people that are understanding that are
starting to turn around the temperament of the e-mails cause a majority of them
are like, how could the Council do this? How could the County crucify us like
that? That's why we believe that if there's an opportunity that we can both work
on with the government as well as with a nonprofit, we think we can turn around
some of that and, hopefully, come up with a good solution that will help me target
goals that I think the Council and the Administration is looking to make.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So if I understand your testimony, what you're asking for
is more time to have more community input?
MR. KALUA: Yes, that's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Thank you very much.
MR. KALUA: You're welcome.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions for Mr. Kalua?
Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. Thank you, Zeke, for being here.
Again, you mentioned last week you folks found out about this. How did it come
to light because it was sitting there all this time and nobody said anything? How
did it come to light?
MR. KALUA: I think based on the interpretation some people had about how it would
adversely affect them -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MR. KALUA: --and not really having the clarification that they felt was necessary to
understand it thoroughly, majority of the e-mails that we received were people
saying if this happens I'm gonna have to sell my property. With the market being
as low as it is, we're going to be forced to be paying a higher tax so then I
wouldn't be able to sell my property because people just aren't purchasing right
now.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. KALUA: Banks aren't lending. So we got a lot of people, I think scared is a very,
very good term to use because we didn't have people that were anti-government,
we just had people who were saying, I don't mind paying the tax but this is a huge
increase and I don't know if I can afford.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh, uh-huh. Well, I think you bring up some
good points and I just wanted to know how you guys, you know, because even
Mr. DeLeon had mentioned to me that he didn't notice it until a few days ago
until he got...so it's like, you guys follow this all the time and I just was
wondering how they got under the radar without being seen. But I think I agree
with you and we'll see how this pans out today but working together and finding a
possible solution would be the key. Thanks, Zeke.
MR. KALUA: Thank you. Chair, may I...I'm sorry. Chair, I would like to comment.
About roughly five to six years ago, WMTA was able to work hand-in-hand with
former Councilmember Hokama on looking at the possible increase of the
homeowners' exemption. As many of you know, years ago, it was very little as
opposed to what it is now.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. KALUA: It wasn't done in a day but we understood the timeliness of it and we
worked very diligently with it to come up with a good proposal which is what
majority of the people are using nowadays. I contacted the Parks Department
before I came here testify, and we believe we could have a meeting to discuss this
as soon as next week Tuesday. So, I mean, I understand the timeliness, I
understand May 15th is a very important date so if there's a willingness on the
County, know that we will work as hard as we can and as fast as we can.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Zeke. Any more questions? Seeing
none, thanks again. The last testifier this morning is Tom Blackburn Rodriguez.
If there's any one in the audience that want to provide testimony, please sign up
with the secretary outside the door. Thank you. Go ahead.
MR. RODRIGUEZ: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Council. My name
is Tom Blackburn Rodriguez. I'm testifying as an individual. I'd like to speak
very briefly just on two items, which I know you've heard recurring conversations
about...in your deliberation and I should also thank you for your work. Thank
you very much and for listening to Members of the public and for your
deliberations. This is a very tough year and my big brother Zeke is right. We are
scared and so we appreciate the calmness with which you have been approaching
this deliberation so mahalo for that. Just very briefly, I'd like to ask you to
consider and to continue to consider your support for affordable housing in Maui
County. The crisis is not over. I know we hear a lot of about foreclosures, short
sales and what have you. But you know there are many, many families who are
working hard and can use a little bit of help in order to just cross that line and into
homeownership and what that means. As you know, that is the largest single
asset of a family is often that home. So we can do that. We can build economic
value and really we were talking about stabilizing family. So what you can do on
that, and you have a terrific track record of which I would like to ask you to
please consider supporting affordable housing.
The other thing, and very briefly again is supporting the transportation programs
of MEO particularly the programs that serve people with disabilities or our senior
citizens. You know, many years ago, as many of you know there was no program
for disabled transportation at all in Maui County. It simply did not exist. And a
group of people came to MEO in wheel chairs and they said, look, you're
providing transportation but what about us? We're trapped in our homes. So,
MEO, grassroots organization, didn't come to the County. They went to the rodeo
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and they raised money by selling hot dogs, by selling chili, and they worked and
they did that and they were able to buy a used volkswagon van which they then
retrofitted so that Maui County had the first program for disability transportation.
This is not a duplicative service. This is Maui County's best. This is an example
of what -MS. REVELS: Two minutes.
MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ: --people did and what they came together and what
they created. And I would just urge you to remember the roots of the services that
you have nurtured and how important it is to maintain that community
infrastructure and to encourage others to do the same thing. When they're up
there selling their stew and rice and hot dogs and whatever in that heat, they
weren't asking for a handout. They were compassionate, concerned people. You
know, last year over 17,000 people were served by MEO. That's a good
investment from any business standpoint... 17,000 people because of your
support. So, again, please support affordable housing to the degree that you can.
Please remember where the transportation programs came from. They came from
the heart, they came from the grassroots and that's why they're so popular because
they have that spirit of aloha in them. Again, thank you very much for your work.
I appreciate your time. God Bless you. Aloha.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. BlackburnRodriguez. Seeing none, thank you, again.
MR. BLACKBURN-RODRIGUEZ: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Is there one more chance...is there anyone who wants to
provide public testimony at this time? Seeing none. If there's no objections, the
Chair would like to close public testimony.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No objections.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, the Chair would like to notify you that after all of
our discussion, the last maybe eight weeks we've come to a point where this
morning's numbers, um, we do have a balanced budget. Okay. So any changes
that we make going forward, we need to look for those funds to continue those
balances. It's either you cut projects to make the budget balance. Okay. I just
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want to point out that to you. But the Chair has information that was passed on to
me this morning regarding some questions that the Chair had, and one of them is
in regards to Hawaii Farmers Union. I was notified by Office of Economic
Development that $22,000 will be available from the agriculture promotion as
shown in the index in your handout. So, I'd like to call on Mr. Kaho'ohalahala to
make a proviso for that $22,000 to be appropriated to...the...Hawaii Farmers
Union, I'm sorry, to the Maui County'sCOUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: What page?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh, page 16.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: 16, yeah?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Page 16.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: This is the area that we also provisoed $10,000 for Waikikena
Foundation.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay, Chair, thank you very much. Then
I would like to move to make a proviso that again, Chair, the amount that you had
indicated...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Twenty-two thousand dollars.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Twenty-two thousand dollars is
provided...provided that $22,000 is used for the Maui Farmers Union, Maui
Chapter.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, Chair
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Moved by Member Kaho'ohalahala, second by
Member Victorino. Members, any more discussion? Member Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. I appreciate that we're
going to begin giving support I think to a broader community of agricultural
farmers and I think that the people that have come forward to indicate their
interest in this kind of support from the County. And I think as we move forward,
it's going to be important for us to recognize that our ability to secure our food in
Maui Nui is going to be very vital as we continue looking not only for today, but
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for the tomorrows and those yet to be born. So I thank the Committee for
supporting this, and we'll be looking forward to the products in the work of the
Hawaii Farmers Union, Maui Chapter.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member, any more discussion? Again, the motion
is to provide $22,000 for Hawaii Farmers Union, Maui Chapter. All in favor of
the motion, please say "aye"?
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair
Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair
Mateo,
and
Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala,
Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki, and Victorino.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE Budget and Finance Committee Chair's
recommendation relating to grants and disbursements for
agriculture promotion.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Motion is carried. Nine ayes, zero noes. Thank you. At this
time, the Chair would like to recognize the presence of Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Members, stay where you're sitting. I just
want to confer something with the Budget Director.
(Short pause).. .

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, we're going to take a short recess. We'll reconvene
at 10 o'clock. This meeting is in recess. . . . (gavel).. .
RECESS:

9:55 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:05 a.m.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is
now reconvened. Members, I consulted with Mr. Pablo as well as Staff in regards
to Appendix A, to the CDBG funding. Yesterday, we were notified that we didn't
have enough funding to fund the Kaunakakai Tanker. And because of that, we're
going to be...and it's already in your handout, we already took out the money for
the pumper which is $276,000. But going forward, that will be the first priority in
the next go around. And on first reading, we're going to revise the reso for CDBG
reflecting that change. So, I thought I'd notify you guys, you know, what's
happening to the CDBG request and the Molokai Tanker. Questions? If not,
Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I understand what you're trying to do. But if we're not
going to use the money for the pumper, there will be some money left over. Are
we going to put that some place else?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Pablo? Or Ms. Revels?
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, in the County's budget there was $90,000 to supplement
CDBG and we did take that yesterday to help pay for some of the positions we
added back.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Great. Found some money. Thanks.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. This morning you were handed out from
the Public Works...Environmental Management Director, Ms. Cheryl Okuma.
And in her write up she's expressing the expansion position of Environmental
Health Specialist V that was deleted on Page 5 on this Chair's proposal to be
restored. And she gives justification to that. And the justification for this position
is as follows. The State Department of Health permits require that the Solid
Waste Division to have a Compliance Officer. This position will address those
compliance requirements. Failure to comply with permit regulations results in
notices, violations, and assessment of fines. And two, the Solid Waste Division
has been making great strides in the field of alternative energy. Example, gas-toenergy, and future waste-to-energy, and will require this position additional staff
to their plan, coordinate, monitor, and manage this very complex projects. This
includes the current Central Maui landfill gas and control system, and future gasto-energy facility. Currently, there is only one Engineer Technician V in support
of this system, and is not responsible for the complex testing and report
submission required under the existing Clean Air Permit. So, Members, with that
request the Chair is going to reinstate the position with zero funding, and it's
going to be up to the Department to find that monies. Do I have consensus?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Just a question.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So we're going to put one more position
back into Environmental Management but we don't know the cost of that?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's going to be up to them to go and find the monies for that.
It's going to be zero funding. What was requested it's in your budget handout on
Page 6.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, 6. I thought it was 5.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Five.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair, the title of that position?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: $34,208.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Page 5.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: That's the Environmental Health Specialist V?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's the position.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, uh...thank you, Chairman. I don't have a problem
with putting it back with zero funds. I do have a problem with this Department
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that actually had a $4.9 million carryover that could not fill this position earlier.
So, I take, you know, to me it's just kind of a pissing in the wind at this point to
keep putting positions back when this particular Department had more than ample
opportunity to actually fill it. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. This is an expansion request by the
Department for 2011.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: This is a $4.9 million carryover.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I understand. Thank you. Question? Member
Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Well, Chair, at some point, I want to
make a motion for this particular Department in terms of funding that I think that
they need to be involved with. But what's happening here is that we're looking at
putting in place an expanded position which is called for the purpose of fulfilling
requirements by the EPA and violations. And in the last couple days I've been
trying to talk about an Environmental EPA Order, which is before this particular
Department to begin implementing effluent studies. So, we're going to add
positions but we're not going to add funding to fulfill an EPA Order to come into
compliance So, that's why I say if we're going to add the positions then we better
start adding the workload for that position as well and that's why I would like to
consider an amendment to the budget to include these items. So when would it be
appropriate to do that?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, like I say, this is zero funding. The budget that you have
right now is a balanced budget. I'm looking at two possibly proposals that want to
be added to this budget and I'm suggesting that these issues be referred to the
proper committee for discussion. One of them implicates, both of them have
monies tied to it and for me to go and find the money is going to be a great task.
So I'm suggesting to the people that are proposing, all the Council members that
are providing these proposals to work with the Department to come up with some
resolution and, hopefully, we can bring it up with the proper committee so that we
can have in-depth discussions on that...on those proposals.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mr. Chair? Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. And I just want to tell you, um...you know,
some of us may have and want to make motions and we know where we can find
the money. Okay. So I hope you're going to allow these motions to be made.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm gonna...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'm really having a hard time, really having a hard time,
if I may finish. So far I've respected and not said anything about how this process
is going through. But coming to the end, I can hear your message about this
budget is balanced. And I think that if we've got motions to make and find where
money is to locate it and have suggested projects that we deem necessary, I would
hope that you would allow that to occur rather than what...that statement that you
just made today.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm gonna allow you to make that motion,-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Oh, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Mr. Nishiki. But this is the feeling of this Chairman at this
time, okay, in regards to what you want to present.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Because I've not said anything because I figure we're
going to have our day in court.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We can have a...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know, but...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki, let me fmish. We're going to have that discussion.
The Chair is going to provide you the opportunity to make your motion along
with Mr. Kaho'ohalahala to make his motion in regards to what we need to
discuss this morning and this afternoon or maybe into the evening. So, please
allow the Chairman that. Any more questions?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Sorry, I just had to give you my personal feelings.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I think everybody is uptight and this Chairman is really uptight.
Okay. I think there are some provisos that need to be done...
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Did we vote on this last motion with this position or
was it a consensus?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It was with consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. On the First-Time Homebuyers' Program, I understand
that there's a member that want to make a proviso.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair, page?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Page.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page number, Sol?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: It would be...Mike, you know what page
it is?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 10.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, Page 10.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. It's under the Grants
and Disbursements for the First-Time Homebuyers' Program. I know that this
Committee passed an amount of $200,000. I just wanted to add a proviso that
provided that no more than $10,000 is given to each qualified applicant.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second the motion for discussion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. It's been moved by Member Kaho' ohalahala, seconded
by Mr. Victorino to add a proviso in regards to funding for those families that are
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requesting for funds from the First-Time Homebuyers' Program not to exceed
$10,000.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. This is
something that I want to support, and I thought that if we do a cap because the
Department has the flexibility of changing the amounts that are being awarded for
this homeowners first-time buyers assistance. So if we put a cap on $10,000 it
would at least ensure that we're looking at a specific number out of $200,000 that
perhaps 20 families could be served.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more discussion? Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. I would certainly support Mr.
Kaho'ohalahala's proviso that we can help more families. I think with the
appropriation this year would help maybe 12 possibly to 13. By setting a cap at
$10,000 you can or up to 10,000 you can potentially help another five to six
families and it may seem small in number but if you look at the overall, the
broader picture, the more families you help that's an additional impact to the
community, to the economy as well and providing others with that additional
opportunity for homeownership, you know, the community benefits. So this is a
very good suggestion on Mr. Kaho'ohalahala's part. So-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --I certainly support this. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa followed by Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I'd like to lend my support to the amendment.
During the last round of the affordable housing with the Jesse Spencer project, I
was very aware of several families that needed that $10,000 in order to get in but
we hadn't implemented the program yet. So, $10,000 can be very significant to a
first-time home buyer especially with affordable housing. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And I understand that the Federal program today is
the last day and everybody is making a mad rush to sign their contracts. Member
Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for that
information that people need in the community. So, currently, did we exhaust the
current funds for that program?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, we did.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: We did. And it was at 15,000 right?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The maximum was 15,000 yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Fifteen, okay. So I want to support this because
then a few more families will benefit from the changed amount. So, thank you,
Mr. Chairman
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And I can lend my support to that.
And I'll say it real quickly, Chair. I think this makes it easier because if you're
talking 15 years at $650.00 a year in real property tax at least you can say the
money worked itself back into the system along with everything else. And again,
the bottom line is you helped 20 families versus maybe in the past we could help
13 or 14. So, I can support this and say something that more people and I think
that's the bottom line, more people into homes. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions? Okay, all in favor
of the motion, please say "aye"?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aye.
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair
Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair
Mateo,
and
Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala,
Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki, and Victorino.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
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ACTION: APPROVE Budget and Finance Committee Chair's
recommendation relating to grants and disbursements for a
first-time homebuyers' program; and proviso provided that no
more than $10,000 be awarded per recipient.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Motion is carried. Nine ayes, zero noes. Okay. Moving
forward. I do have a note here in regards to another proposal by Member
Johnson, regarding privatizing...a study...a feasibility study of privatizing the
Waiehu Golf Course. Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chairman. This would be in the Office of
Council Services, Page 3 of 58 and...oh, I'm sorry, I'm thinking of my old one.
So, Council Services is on -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 3.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I guess it's the same page. All right. Okay. Just
throw me off here. Okay. My proviso in the line-item budget if any of you care
to look it would probably go in Line 6132, which would be the Professional
Services. And my proviso would be for the audit money and it's basically in that
Professional Services section that read as follows, and I move to add the
following proviso: Provided that $25,000 is for a study to investigate the
feasibility of privatizing the Waiehu Golf Course.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, second.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa, second. Okay. There's a motion on the floor
by Member Johnson to add a proviso for $25,000 to do a study of the-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: To investigate...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- feasibility of privatizing the Waiehu Golf Course.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you, and I appreciate Member Johnson's
wanting to move in that direction. I do share a concern. Office of Council
Services is directed by this body, and as you mentioned earlier, the need for us to
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take some of the issues we're dealing with and have it forwarded to committee for
discussion, I would have...my own preference would have been that this issue be
submitted to Ms. Johnson's committee on recreation and have the discussion there
so we have a better understanding of what it is we want the Office of Council
Services to do in terms of an audit. We also have to remember that in terms of the
audit, we're dealing with Civil Service positions as well, and the whole direction
of it might have been made a lot clearer, I don't know if $25,000 is going to be
enough to do a study of this nature. So I will not be supporting the motion on the
floor with the intention that I think if we narrow the scope to what it is we want
done, I think it will be best served by us having the Committee come up with that
directive first prior to instructing an audit to be initiated. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and I understand and that is part of this entire
thing because no matter what this issue because of its very nature of it would have
to come back to the Committee to implement and set up the scope, goals,
evaluation factors, et cetera. And the Administration could do it on their own,
that's possible, but to this point they have not had the funds allocated so or they,
you know, Parks said they didn't do it last time. So we can direct all we want but
if we don't take a step to actually put the money in the budget and even if we did
put the money into Parks there's nothing in our Charter that would compel us to
be able to direct actions of Administration. So I looked at it from the perspective
that if Council wants to explore the possibility this is a placeholder and a reminder
so that the item can actually be discussed in a committee. It could be discussed in
two committees. It can be discussed in mine as well as Budget. But because this
is in our purview now, this is our kuleana it would come to us and we would set
the parameters in a Budget Committee meeting because this is the placeholder and
that was the whole concept because it's not getting done the other way.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more discussion? I'm just gonna
provide my comments. And I agree with Member Mateo that it should come to
the Committee, have a thorough discussion in regards to what we want of this
study here. As Member Mateo had indicated, there are some issues with
Members probably from the various unions that are presently at that golf course.
Once we decide if we want to go through this study in privatizing the golf course
then we can decide in a committee and basically because Mr. Mateo has the
authority to forward such a study being done to privatize a golf course. Member
Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, let me just ask you a question based on what
you're saying then we don't need to do any proviso?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: In this case, yeah, I would suggest that a PAF to the Chairman
to create that item so that we can have a thorough discussion in Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And even if I put this in as a placeholder, it
doesn't make any difference because my understanding and what I was given the
information from Council Services is that this has to come back to Committee any
way for discussion as a part of the budget because we're putting in a proviso. So I
just...I don't want us to forget this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No. You know my passion about golf and the study that we
did two years ago.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well, if this is the situation, then I will withdraw my
motion to put in a proviso. But this has been beaten to death, and if the
Administration is unwilling or unable to do it then if we keep losing money and
we keep pouring money albeit it's to keep it green as opposed to a black hole, I
really think that, you know, for me, it's a fiscal aspect of it. And that's why I want
this addressed. I just think...we just keep doing this year after year after year, and
it's not the first time I've brought this up. This is not the first time. So, I have my
proviso out there. I will defer to the recommendations of Council Services Staff
because they told me originally that I shouldn't put it in. So, that's fine. If they
have other places where I should put this money or we should put the money,
fine.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Again, in your committee when we discuss this item, once we
all agree that that's the direction that this Council wants to take in privatizing the
golf course, understand now that in Council Services we do have some funding
for audits, doing audits and that's the mechanism that I want to use.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And the only justification that I have is that in order
to even understand if it's feasible to privatize that's why I wanted to do the study
first. The study should come so that we even know we can go that route. I mean
that, to me, is the logic and the reason behind this. You can't make that
determination unless you have an informed study or information. So, I don't
know. I'm just a business person. What do I know? Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Being a business person and doing this budget, your expertise
is well received. So that's the direction that the Chair would like to do. Member
Molina?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair I think Member Johnson brings up
a good point. I think this is the strongest statement made at this point from this
body as I can recall as it relates to the potential privatization of the golf course
because I hate to say it, Mr. Chairman, over the last several years it's evolved into
an albatross of concerns from not only users but also a drain on our taxpayers
because of it still being subsidized by the General Fund or partially. I think it's
high time we look at it. But because of the uncertainties of what kinds of impact
the $25,000 could have on our Office of Council Services along with the
contractual issues and union issues that may arise from this, it's more appropriate
that we have a full blown Committee discussion. And not to put you on the spot,
Mr. Chairman, but if there is, do you have the slots available to conduct at least a
meeting on exploring this possibility? I know it would seem that Member
Johnson I'm sure would have on her calendar an opportunity to look at this.
Again, I don't want to put you on the spot but would you be able to consider at
least looking at this as well?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: You don't have to answer, Chair
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You know it's...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, because Mr. Chair...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (inaudible). . . request to do certain things-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Sure.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --that I don't mind doing it because I love our golf course. It's
just that it probably is not managed right. And we've done a study two years ago
and the recommendations at that time would have improved the golf course today.
So, I do have concerns but if that's the wish of the body to-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --bring it to my Committee I'll hear it.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, Mr. Chair, with all due respect, I think this is the
vehicle or the stick that will shake the tree a little bit now to really start to look at,
hey, you know, we mean business here. And every year we keep getting the same
issues brought up and it's high time that we address it head on and seriously look
at the possibility of privatization or at least get a study done on it. So, again, I
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appreciate Member Johnson if she would consider withdrawing the proviso but at
least get the commitment from you, and I'm sure she'll have the hearing on it.
And I think this will set this whole process in motion of exploring this possibility
and maybe things will improve. I guess just with the threat of the dark cloud
hanging over this that this Council and future Councils are really going to take a
serious look at this because it's high time we send a message. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. And I want to explain the
reason I seconded Member Johnson's motion is not that I am totally in support of
privatizing the golf course but I am in support of having the discussion and having
more information. You know, this is my fourth budget year and every year we
have this same discussion about the golf course and how much we subsidize it and
how much it needs to be improved and all that stuff. I think we need to resolve it.
You know we've reached the point in our history where money is becoming a real
issue, and we're going to have a harder and harder time trying to take care of the
needs of the County, and at the same time not overburdening the taxpayers but
we're hearing it this year. And so I think the time has come, the time has come to
have this serious discussion. And so I support the idea of having it in the
Committee and having a real good look at it. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more discussion? Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, for my last and fmal I think once the initial study
was made from the golf community, I can't remember what it was, PGA, I think it
gave us a lot of directives. And I think for us when that was done we saw a lot of
hope. Obviously, the implementation factors that came with that study apparently
was not done, and Member Johnson really should be commended because I think
we're all tired, we're all tired of watching us continue to invest monies and not get
a return. As a matter of fact, I agree with her. I think privatization is a concept
that we need to seriously take a look at because we cannot continue to keep
putting money in a funnel that continuously drains us. So I'm looking forward to
that discussion. I think that is the right direction and we still have the option of
the audit to help solidify the need and help us look at a direction that may be
warranted as a result of all the efforts that comes out of the committee
discussions. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I withdrew the proviso.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, you did.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I withdrew.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It's been a while ago.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (chuckled)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Baisa. Members, we're going to take our
mid-morning break and we'll reconvene at 10:50 a.m. This meeting is in recess. .
. .(gavel) . . .

RECESS:

10:34 a.m.

RECONVENE:

11:00 a.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (gavel). . . Budget and Finance Committee is now
reconvened. Members, with us this morning we do have Scott Teruya from the
Real Property Tax Division. Last night and this morning we heard lot of
concerns, in fact, yesterday morning and last night and this morning, we've heard
lot of concerns in regards to one of the proposed amendments to 3.48.305. And
the reason why Mr. Scott Teruya is here is for him to explain to us once this
amendment goes through and who would be affected by it. So, Mr. Teruya?
MR. TERUYA: Thank you, Chairman. The bill before you is an amendment to Section
3.48.305, of the Maui County Code. Predominantly in Section, paragraph C...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Teruya, before you go any further, it's in your Budget
Ordinance in regards to the proposal that is being requested.
MS. REVELS: We'll make copies.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Staff is going to make copies before we move on, Mr.
Teruya. Just give Staff couple minutes.
. . . (Long pause) . . .
Okay, Members, everybody got a copy. Mr. Teruya?
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MR. TERUYA: Thank you, Chairman What this bill does is, the purpose of this is to
make the County Code more fair, equitable, and consistent to all other like
properties that are not condominiumized. What the bill does is repealing
paragraph C where it says, when property is subdivided into condominium units,
the existing language says it shall be placed into these five categories of
homeowner, apartment, commercial, hotel resort, time share or commercialized
residential, which is actually six. So what we're doing is repealing that and
properties that are condominiumized would be classified in accordance to
3.48.305, Section A and B. The impact, as I believe most people are attesting
before you, is in regards to properties that are not utilizing their properties for the
highest and best use primarily in the hotel resort category. When you have
underlying zoning of hotel use, hotel zoning, and the property or the
condominium unit is used for long term rental it is a use that is less than what its
highest and best use is. So, the revision would have all properties be classified
according to their highest and best use. This would be consistent with how
Hawaii County and Kauai County administers the condominium program and its
land classification.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. Teruya? Member
Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. Mr. Teruya, this whole
concept of highest and best use to be used in a tax classification as opposed to
using it in a sense of valuation. Can you explain that? I've been asked by
constituents that they don't think that this is a proper application.
MR. TERUYA: Okay. Well, first of all, there's two things. One is value and one is
classification. There are very different things. The assessed valuation is based on
similar properties that have the same ability and rights to use of the land.
Classification is based on highest and best use of its zoning. Basically, what is
the underlying zoning and what is restrictions on the property, and that would be
to identify the highest and best use as far as classification. So there's two highest
and best use -- one is value and one is class.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Now we're talking about the tax classification in this
amendment that we're looking at. And I think that there is a great deal of anks in
the community about this and the thing that bothers me the most was the
allegations we've had of people coming here to say they didn't have enough time
or enough opportunity to discuss this before we tried to put it forward. Is there an
urgency that this be done today or is this something that could be postponed? In
fact, we even heard as little as a couple of weeks?
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MR. TERUYA: There is no urgency to pass it right now. I mean, but it would help, the
sooner you pass it, it can be effectuated in time for next fiscal year, and you know
our cut off is December 31st to establish property classification. One of the
things I wanted to point out is properties that are subdivided that have hotel
zoning that are not condominiumized you do not have the ability to claim a lesser
use. So what this is, it's almost an option for somebody who goes through the
condominium process to identify what your use is something other than its
zoning. So the reason why we bring it forward is to bring fairness and
consistency for all properties in the County of Maui. And this is not an issue at
Hawaii County or Kauai County because they established all properties,
condominiumized or not, based on this highest and best use. So that's the purpose
of this is to bring the consistency for all properties.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Rather than having this discussion about whether this is a
good thing or a bad thing, would it be okay if we were to say let's give this a little
bit more time? We understand the time constraints. This is the last day of April.
We have a while before its December so that we could allow the community to
talk this over and come back with recommendations. If makes me uncomfortable
that there is a perception that we're trying to slip this in during the budget process
and people having had time to really think about it or come to us with their
recommendations after their groups have gotten together. So, that's the only thing
that I'm uncomfortable about. It doesn't look good that we're trying to shove
something through without people's input. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson followed by Member Nishiki
followed by Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Scot, because you know what we're looking at I can
recall I think what was the year that it actually got changed to what it is right
now...where we started treating these properties differently?
MR. TERUYA: I'm not sure what year the ordinance passed but I believe the Council
must have been inundated with calls when we started doing that mass mail outs of
self-certification of the units in 2005.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Well, I think that when the ordinance was
changed, it may have been back in '98 or '99 maybe even 2000 thereabouts.
Because if I'm...and I did have an opportunity to visit with Kalbert Young on this
and this was the way it used to be. We're just returning to what was traditionally
the way that this used to be, and what was happening from my understanding of
this whole process and you correct me if I'm wrong is that because didn't have that
option when the law changed then it was basically you can pick and choose what
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you want to do with your unit or if you get asked the questionnaire in that
questionnaire what you're using it for? Well, if you have an option to say
homeowner versus you know, hotel, I mean that was why we started getting all
these complaints because all these people were lying on their applications, and we
had no way to verify. So, if we do this though, if we return it to the way that it
was originally established, and this is nothing new, this is something that, you
know, look at all the revenues we missed all these years by not having this. My
understanding is that we would then be closing the loophole that people are now
utilizing to escape paying hotel property tax rates based on what they personally
represent, which you have a very difficult time verifying through your limited
staffing. So is that kind of an analysis of what's going on here?
MR. TERUYA: Yeah. That's one of the...that wasn't our primary issue. Our primary
issue, I mean, we get complaints literally every day that the neighbor telling me
that the neighbor does something else. And then it leads to investigation. People
going out to the fields verifying. Trying to respond, trying to get to them via
letter, correspondence. It's a lot of work for the division to try to track what is
somebody using for, for their unit. And that's the reason why we bring it forward
is to add consistency that all properties be classified according to the best use, the
highest and best use for the property. There is a revenue difference when you
look at it because people have the ability to claim something lesser. Yeah, so that
analysis was provided to the Chair in an earlier correspondence.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And one other thing is that let's say if you're looking
as an assessor and you're looking at two properties that are right next door to one
another... one is using the unit as a hotel or short term rental and the other one is
using it...maybe they just leave it vacant or whatever and they come a few times a
year, whatever that might be. When they go to sell those actual units, because the
person who is just using it occasionally their price usually when they actually do
the transaction, this is my understanding when they go to make the sale, they're
not going to say, well, I'm not using it this way, therefore, my unit is worth half of
what the other guy's unit is that is on the other side of me who is using short-term
rental. They're going to base that sale on what is actually permitted in that zoning
category. Is that right?
MR. TERUYA: Yeah, that's correct. I think one of the things is, it's in the entitlements,
right? I mean, the value is going to be established by what you're entitled to.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So it's how you choose to use that unit. But if you're
in a hotel zone, you can pretty much figure if it's oceanfront hotel property, you're
going to look at that and go, wow, I've been escaping all these years paying little
tax by claiming homeowner and it may or may not be verifiable. But then they go
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to sell it, they're going to get the same price as the guy next door to them who is
using it as a hotel unit. So, and that is my, frankly, Mr. Chair, if this is the way
that it was and I do believe that Mr. Young was correct in the way that he was
explaining this to me and what your actual use of the property is or what you are
entitled to use, how you choose to do that is up to you. But what you're zoned for
really determines what you should be paying tax on. So I understand both sides
of the issue. Some people they didn't understand that because of the way that the
law is but there's got to be some way that we close the loophole so that people
don't drive a mac truck through it. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And Member Johnson, that amendment was done
back in 2001.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you. So this has not...this has not been
maybe not even nine years since. So then what this is, is the way that the Code
always was.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yep.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. All right, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Scott, what are the fmancial impacts of this bill?
MR. TERUYA: Our initial review that we looked at is...you know, as well as some
properties will pay more because they would go into zoning, there are people who
will benefit in the sense that if they have not responded in the past back in 2005 I
believe the Finance Director at the time, Keith Regan, they were...a non-response
put you into hotel resort. So this bill actually saved some people in that you
cannot be higher than what your highest and best use is. So, for example, Iao
Parkside is not allowed to do short-term rentals. People who do not respond may
have fallen into the hotel and resort category but this bill would not allow them to
be any higher than apartment. So there are people who benefit from this as well.
But the initial impact when we did our study it will bring an additional revenue
about $6.1 million.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So it is affecting people. How many people?
MR. TERUYA: I don't know off hand about many people. There are 26,000
condominium units so I can provide that at a later time. I haven't gotten the exact
number of units would be moving. But we can do that analysis for you.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Let me ask you this question. Those that are
living in these units that are living full-time, what will occur to their tax bill?
MR. TERUYA: Okay. Living in it full-time as an owner occupant-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. TERUYA: --as filed a home exemption and have been granted one are already
classified as homeowner. That is the exception. And for those, there would be no
difference because once you claim and receive a home exemption your
classification is homeowner.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. TERUYA: So if you're a homeowner now no matter what and you still remain in
the house and you, you're still always going to be a homeowner. So there's no
impact to you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. So that person isn't affected. Then I got
somebody that maybe renting a unit long-term.
MR. TERUYA: If your zoning is hotel and you are allowed...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Renting now, you don't live in it, you're just renting it
to somebody long term.
MR. TERUYA: Yeah. But I'll make it clear that if your highest and best use is hotel and
you're doing long term, you'll change from apartment to hotel. However, if you're
apartment zoned and not allowed to do short term rental and long term, it will still
be apartment.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So that doesn't change.
MR. TERUYA: Uh-uh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. So that's good.
MR. TERUYA: It's just changing if you have a higher ability to rent on a short term
basis and you choose to do it long term or keep it vacant and not be owner
occupant, those are impacted in a sense that you'll be put back to its highest
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classification. But if your zoning is for apartment and you're doing long term,
either way you'll be apartment. There's no change.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So the only one that gets affected is one that does not
live in their unit or doesn't do long term?
MR. TERUYA: Doesn't claim home exemption.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right. Those are the ones that are going to be caught in
this. Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. Scott, you know, you discussed
this and all this came to light when questions were raised by myself a week ago or
so about this best use and how this all affected because I had some real questions
on it. And now everybody is coming out of the wood work saying, hey, you're
going to make me pay a lot more. But I'm glad the clarification of how this was
done before we changed it and now we're actually changing back to where it is.
Two questions -- number one, if they don't report, like you mentioned Iao
Parkside, and I had that example because that lady called me and then called you
right and the prior owner had never reported the usage of the townhouse in Iao
Parkside so she received a bill of about $2,300 right? And then she had put in
hers in but she put it in late and was homeowners, which would have been
minimum tax. So the lady went from $60.00 a year to nearly $2,100 a year,
something like that if I'm correct, right? Scott, you remember that incident.
MR. TERUYA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And you explained that to me then that because the
prior owner had never reported it you gave it the best use and it was hotel, right?
You remember that story?
MR. TERUYA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So what you're saying now if you make this
change, that incident in Iao Parkside would never have happened she would have
gone instead of hotel, she would have been apartment which I think $5.00 that's
what we're proposing right now. Instead of homeowner she still would have paid
more than her $60.00 or $150.00 minimum but it wouldn't have been at the 820
classification as hotel but as apartment. Is that correct?
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MR. TERUYA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So those people, in essence, many people would
have really an extra layer of protection versus just being thrown into any category
that would fit their best use if we change this.
MR. TERUYA: That's correct. And now it would actually assist the division in that we
would no longer need to survey people. We wouldn't have to go out and do all
these courtesy mail outs and receive literally maybe 15,000 correspondence back
every year. Like Big Island and Kauai it's not even an issue. It's zoning, it's very
clear and it's not subject to interpretation and, you know, a lot of follow up
correspondences.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And the last question I have. So long as somebody
in a Hotel District owner-occupant, right, claims the homeowners, does not rent it
out, even if that person lives there six, seven months, you know, doesn't live here
year around, it's what we call secondary home, that still...they would qualify or
they would not because they have a primary home someplace else?
MR. TERUYA: Well, first of all, for the home exemption there's criteria to meet the
homeowner and the one of the criteria is...there's some test that...you know the
Code talks about registering to vote 270 days, filing a State resident income tax.
So as long as they meet those criteria and have filed and have been approved, then
those properties would be classified as homeowner and it will not change under
this proposed bill.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So those that have been claiming it that live in
these condominiums that are now maybe changed because of the classification or
best use, they couldn't have qualified for homeowners in the first place because
you're telling me that they had to be here for 270 days, be a registered voter, and
State income tax. So that's a mute point if they're living here only three or four
months, right?
MR. TERUYA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you for that clarification.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions? Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Not so much a question for
Mr. Teruya at this point. While I can appreciate all the Q & A we're doing on this
stuff but you know I'm like Member Baisa. This is something that I would have
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hoped that the Department could get the public up to speed to alleviate some of
their concerns with this. You know it's about transparency and whatnot and yes,
it's attached to the Budget document, which is notice but it's such a tremendously
big document with so many things. I can see how this bill could have gotten lost
in the shuffle and unintentionally. The public is maybe more concerned with
other things but when this surfaces up especially at this point, then Members of
the public feel that, hey, you know, maybe we need to at least go out into the
communities. If I can use for example when we were discussing the real property
tax rates, the person on the streets see these rates increased, they merely jumped
to the conclusion that, oh, my taxes are going to go up. But now after the
Department gave us a good explanation about what was that -- revenue neutral
and what not, I mean, that's good for us. We're getting a full understanding. But
as we heard last night, the Members of the public could testify on the real
property tax proposals were still, you know, the information still hasn't been fully
understood or received. So my point with all of this, I don't know if there's a way
to I don't know have this separately noticed for another time. As Mr. Teruya
mentioned that we have till December 31st, and I appreciate the explanation Mr.
Teruya is giving us here. But I just see us...we can go on for a full blown
discussion all day today. But we gotta meet a time clock if you will and so,
personally, I would feel more comfortable, if there's a way or a vehicle or
mechanism to give the public an additional input at least to kind of discuss it and
explain the merits of this proposal I, personally, would feel a little bit more
comfortable but that's just me, Mr. Chairman. So I just throw that out like
Member Baisa. So, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I had conversations with the Department, and
again, like Mr. Teruya had said, you know, if we're going to pass something, it
needs to be passed by December 31st of this year. And we still have time to have
this thing put on, I guess my agenda to listen to the public in regards to this one
particular bill because it doesn't take effect unless it's approved. And approval
process is, if you don't approve it by December 31st, then this is moot. But
moving forward like what the Department is saying, and I think Mr. Teruya kind
of explained it real well, and Member Johnson understands what's happening out
there and I take her comments really...I take it as comments that are basically
right in regards to this particular issue. And owner has an opportunity to say what
he's using the units for and we gotta be true to the rest of the people that we're
serving in this County. So if there is something that is not right, then we should
correct it. And by all means, we should have that meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, any more questions regarding this issue?
Seeing none, thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Did you, in anyway, contact these people?
MR. TERUYA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: There's no notification given?
MR. TERUYA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So, I guess, Mr. Chairman, what is the recommendation
before I let Scott run away?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Right now there's a bill in our binders but the bill that you see
in the binders is actually amended by this particular bill here that is being
proposed that's what I see. Mr. Teruya or Corporation Counsel?
MS. REVELS: Joe?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, Ms. Revels?
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, the Committee has two main options right now. They can
choose to pass the bill along with the budget or they can make a recommendation
to send the bill to Committee as a separate item, and the Committee can meet on it
before the December deadline.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair'?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: If we can do that then I would like to move that
this be sent to your Committee to be worked on as soon as possible because we
need to get the December deadline.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, I second the motion.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Any discussion, Members? Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much for that gracious offer.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (Laughter)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You know I've been offered another one by Mr. Molina that I
think should be in another committee but...
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: I think that is the appropriate direction, Mr. Chairman. Yes, it
has an incredible benefit to the County in terms of a revenue stream. But I think
in the same token for us to have the opportunity to discuss it in Committee gives
the community an opportunity to have input in this particular bill. So I would be
able to support the motion on the floor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair, and thank you for graciously
accepting this. I know we're really loading up your plate and whatnot but your
acceptance of this, in my opinion, is the right thing to do. It's about transparency
and that way if it does pass, then no one can criticize us for trying to rush
something through and not getting maximum public input on this. So this, in my
opinion, is the prudent thing to do so, Chair, I certainly appreciate you and all of
your hard work and the Staffs work as well. So, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, thank you very much for your consideration. I
would really appreciate doing what is being suggested now. It would certainly
take a lot out of my e-mail. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Take it off all of our e-mails. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair I can gladly support this and
bottom line is, we gotta do what is right for the public. I've always said, we
compare ourselves to other Counties but I don't care what anybody else does, we
have to do what is fair for our people here so. So let's do it and you know, we're
all congratulating you and thanking you for but we all have to congratulate
ourselves because we better be at that meeting. Cause if you're not, Chair, you let
us remember that we weren't there at that meeting. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. When it affects 26,000 people whether their
rates go up or down, I think it's substantial. I don't know whether they're residents
or not or non-residents either. Some of these may be residents that have a unit so,
therefore, they can't use this and they would be affected. I guess my question for
Scott before he runs or maybe you, Mr. Chairman, is the 6 1 million is now what - is this...how does this affect the budget? Not at all?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If we've moved ahead in regards to this particular bill, it doesn't
take effect until after July 1, 2011.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So it doesn't affect this budget.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Good.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: He's just preparing for the next cycle.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'll be supporting.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair, and I'll be supportive
of this as well. I think one of the things we should do is Mr. Kalua in his
testimony made an offer for us to come and meet with the West Maui Taxpayer's
Association but I think he should be notified that this is being moved to an item
within your Committee and that perhaps would be the place for them to
participate. So just letting that be known.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Any more discussion, Members? There is
a motion that this item be referred to the Budget and Finance Committee for
further discussion? All in favor of the motion, please say "aye"?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed? Seeing none. Motion is carried.
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair
Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair
Mateo,
and
Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala,
Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki, and Victorino.
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NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE to refer proposed bill relating to amending Section
3.48.305, Maui County Code, pertaining to real property tax
land classification to the Budget and Finance Committee for
further discussion.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I do have an Assistant Chairman.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(Laughter). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Anything else for Scott, by the way, before we set him
free? Thank you, Scott, for being here. And we'll take this up after budget in my
Committee along with Mr. Molina's recommendation on the audit. Okay. I know
some Members are going to attend a function at 11:45 but I want to take and start
the discussion regarding Member Nishiki's proposal. So, at this time, if I can call
down the Environmental Management group here. And Mr. Nishiki, we're going
to recess at 11:45 so if you can just start the process and we'll get back at 1:30 to
continue discussion. Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I really don't know how to start this. I was going to
actually make a motion and I didn't really need this discussion with them to be
honest.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, make your motion.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I want to do a proviso that
says, prior to expending funds the Department of Environmental Management
shall work with the Department of Water Supply and private entities on a new
verification study that provides the Council with future alternatives for the
transmission and optimization of R-1 recycled water from the Kahului
Wastewater Reclamation facility in order to provide a source of irrigation water
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for existing and planned future projects and to provide alternatives to the use of
injection wells.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'll second the motion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. It's been moved by Member Nishiki, seconded by
Member Victorino. Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And this is found on Page 38 of what was passed out
this morning. And I passed out a few things but I want to communicate to
Committee Members today.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair'?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair, before we go on, did you make a copy of
that to us...the reso you just made, Mr. Nishiki?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Your proposal?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Did you make a copy for us?
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, it was passed out yesterday afternoon.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It was passed out.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'll give you guys couple of minutes to look for it.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Maybe faster to make copies.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Hey, we're killing all the trees.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, you're right.
... (short pause)...
Can we start?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Mr. Nishiki. Go ahead.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. After that last meeting with Wastewater, I
had my staff person call on the phone to EPA and he spoke with Dr., uh, Mr.
David Albright. And if Members would look at that letter that Sol passed out and
I think I passed it out also of January 27th. Mr. Albright, page 2, if you turn the
cover...the first letter, is the manager of Groundwater Office for the EPA. Now,
when my staff person called Mr. Albright, he had said that he has had one
conversation with Ms. Okuma and Dave Taylor about two or three weeks ago.
Now the reason why this conversation took place was because he had not heard
from Maui County so he initiated the call and his initiation was because of EPA's
disappointment with the Department's response and that was dated on March 15th
letter also that you have. Mr. Albright went on to say that at the very least the
EPA would require Environmental Management to comply including, number
one, to do the Tracer Studies; number two, to do the coastal water need sampling.
They would also need to provide a proposed timetable in their next response. He
also went on to say that they very much appreciated the Council's desire to use R1
water rather than drilling more injection wells. They are also very willing to work
with the County on these matters. He said that their response letter, meaning the
letter that Cheryl and Dave Taylor sent, was vague and lacking information, and
they asked Environmental Management to provide another response letter with
specific justification for not being able to comply with their order. Also he said
that they are concerned with wastewater issues in Lahaina and also are aware of
the concerns in Kahului harbor, Mr. Chairman I then went and pulled off from
the Environment Hawaii which is going to appear my fellow Council members in
May's article an article called "A Dirty Little Secret Lies Off Maui's Beaches",
and it says, given Maui's near total reliance on tourism to drive its economy one
might think that County leaders would do everything in their power to ensure the
waters off its two most powerful economic engines, Lahaina and Kihei, were
pristine and healthy. One would be mistaken. Recent scientific reports establish
conclusively that if you swim in Kahekili Beach Park or surf off Kalama Park,
you're bathing in sewage. Yes, it's been scrubbed a little at nearby treatment
plants but it still has not been disinfected to even the standard required of
irrigation water. And it certainly has not been stripped of nutrients that dump into
the ocean by the tons allow invasive seaweed to thrive killing coral and following
shores. The response of County administrators has been to say that the County
simply cannot afford to upgrade its treatment facilities or reclaim a great fraction
of effluent for irrigation. If it can't afford that now, what will it do when the
tourists stop coming? Our cover story recaps the most recent exhaustive studies
that leave little doubt about the impact of sewage on nearshore waters. Side bars
examine the closely related effects of sewage on algae blooms, coral decline, and
possibly even methicillin-resistant staph infections of people who swim in
polluted waters.
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I also passed out to you people the Environmental Hawaii article and, in it, there
are many quotes. One from the State Department of Health that says, if the algae
bloom problem is attributed to the operation of injection wells, a critical issue will
focus over the compliance requirements of the Clean Water Act.
The other concern, Mr. Chairman, that I had in this article, which is called under
the third page, "Link Unclear Between Ocean Water Infections". The article goes
on to read, If sewage effluent that has not been disinfected reaches nearshore
waters it stands to reason that at least some of the bacteria it contains will be
carried there as well. But to date, few studies have been done to investigate the
link Neither the recent USGS report by Hunt and Rosa note the marine pollution
bulletin report by Dailer and others tackles the subject of pathogens that may be in
nearshore waters that receive sewage effluent. However, there is anecdotal
evidence a plenty when the Environmental Protection Agency had hearings on the
Lahaina Injection Well premise last August, Robin Knox, an expert in water
quality analysis, testified that she and many others she knew had developed
methicillin-resistant staph infections (that's that MRSA). I have to worry about
getting sick when I go to do my job, she said. My co-workers are sick. They
have the antibiotic resistant staph infections. It's from diving in the places where
the injection wells are. Effluents are coming out on the reef. They're the
corresponding author of the marine pollution bulletin article had also had many
staph infections despite taking precautions. "We cover ourselves in liquid
antibacterial soap before putting on our wet suits, she said in a phone interview."
A disinfection protocol was added to the dive plan for nearshore water work.
Now that permanent sites are installed and she doesn't have to stay in the effluent
affected area as long, the problem of infections has gone away. Darla White, an
employee of the State Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of
Aquatic Resources, worked with Taylor with collecting samples for the USGS
reports. She, too, had MRSA infections seven times, three of which had been
confirmed by hospitals with one minor surgery, she testified. And I have a
number of colleagues and friends who are also water researchers, water people
who are constantly getting sick.
Mr. Chairman, in that response letter even from Cheryl Okuma, she mentions that
the reason why they've not done this is because they do not have money. And
we've also heard from Dave Taylor. And so my offer before EPA with its report
that I also passed out to you and it's concern, before they come down, I would
think that it would be prudent for this community--Kahului and Lahaina
especially, to initiate some money to this Department to the tune of $500,000. I
think it was mentioned somewhere around $250,000 for that study would be
perhaps necessary so that we can rest assured prior to injection wells that need to
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be serviced that we at least get a study done to see what can be done and at least,
especially in your area, Mr. Pontanilla, move that water to R-1. And the question
one may ask is, why R-1? And here are the concerns. I mentioned to you that in
the Show Me The Water Bill, when the Council's adoption of Show Me The
Water Policy future development including affordable homes were dependent on
showing proof of long term reliable source of potable water. Right now, there's
not much development in large pot because there's not much potable water
available. Accordingly, if any amount of potable water being used for irrigation
can be displaced with R-1 water, it would greatly benefit the entire County. The
second beneficial prong is that we can only create new potable water but we can't,
we can also use the R-1 water for irrigation and, again, The Maui News article
with the Feds in wanting to, along with Senator Inouye, provide $4 million to do
this energy farm with bio-fuel crops. This would be also perhaps an alternative
that this study could look at in providing much of this water to be used as a
resource. But first of all, all this water, to me, needs to be R-1. So, um, enough I
think we can do this. And where I intend on getting the money from, Mr.
Chairman, because I know that you had wanted that money to be identified is on
Page 8 under Insurance Programs and Self-Insurance.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You can't take General Fund and put it into the Sewer Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: What's that?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You can't take General Fund money to put into the Sewer
Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: We cannot take General Fund money?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, it's an enterprise-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, special funds.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --funding to the Sewer Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. I think that also...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Nishiki? I know you asked a lot of questions and you read
all of your testimony. I'm reading the letter that was written by Ms. Okuma
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regarding her reply to that January 2010 letter and I have a question for Ms.
Okuma in regards to the last sentence of Page 2. The County would be willing to
participate if a similar study were to be initiated and funded by the EPA. And my
question to you, Ms. Okuma, is that I don't know if in the Sewer Fund you have
included monies to do that study in regards to what EPA is asking this County to
do.
MS. OKUMA: We don't have money in the wastewater in terms of doing the Tracer
study. What we are proceeding in going forward with is discussions. We already
have on board the national consultant that I mentioned the other day that we are
talking to who will actually help us to develop the scope of work, a project
timeline and the costing that goes with that, and will hopefully be able to help us
put together the next procurement document that we would need to do in order to
actually do the Tracer study. But we do not have the money for the Tracer study
today.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. I just was handed a note from Staff and in consultation
with Corporation Counsel that if we find money that it could be added to the
study to the General Fund Administration, not CIP.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Oh, okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Again, Ms. Okuma, you haven't budgeted any monies to
do this study?
MS. OKUMA: That's correct.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And you're still awaiting a response from EPA?
MS. OKUMA: No. Where it is, is we're in the process of preparing another letter to go
to EPA with more information in terms of how we might go forward, moving in
the direction of being able to do a Tracer study. And, hopefully, we'll be able to
get that out shortly. But that's where we are right now. And Mr. Albright knows
that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I think in regards to what is being said and what should
be done, I really think that this proviso is necessary, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. The Chair is looking at the time. I know that we're
going to have a lot of discussion on this one here. And I'm reading your proviso -
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provided that prior to expending funds for the Department of Environmental
Management, shall work with the Department of Water Supply and private
entities on a new verification study that provides the Council with future
alternatives for the transmission and optimization of R-1 recycled water from the
Kahului Wastewater Reclamation Facility in order to provide this source of
irrigation water for existing and planned future projects, and to provide alternative
to the use of the injection wells. And I'm having staff contact the Water
Department in regards to the Central Maui Water Use and Development Plan.
There are five alternatives or suggestions in the plan and one of them is exactly
what you have in your write up in the proviso. The only one that's not there is in
regards to the alternatives to the use of injection wells. Once we get that
information from the Water Department in regards to the plan, the Central Maui
Water Use and Development Plan, I'll pass that information to you. Okay. Mr.
Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. And also I think if Dave remembers we were
told in testimony that some of the water quality researchers from the University of
Hawaii a few months ago had offered to come in and do these studies for free.
And I don't know why perhaps Cheryl or David turned them down...just because
these are experienced and highly qualified researchers. So, anyway, are we
coming back later, after lunch?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Any more discussion? Member Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair, you know, I think what's clear is
that we have an opportunity right now because we are in a budget process that
even though the Department has not come forward with a request for funding, I
briefly spoke to Ms. Okuma yesterday is that it would be more proactive for this
Council to anticipate that we have these issues that we're going to have to contend
with from the EPA. And that if the Council would at least put in appropriations
forward, it would allow the Department to begin working. But my point is that in
the response and what I wanted to share yesterday was when Ms. Okuma
responded to EPA, one of the things that she notes here is that a proposed budget
had already been submitted by the Mayor that does not include any funding, and
that the Council would be deliberating on this and that it would be the Council's
responsibility to put money forward. But the burden is being placed on the
Council to do this, and so I wanted to make sure that we're not going to be used as
the fall guy in terms of not fulfilling EPA requirements to the County of Maui to
make good on these orders. So I told Director Okuma if we at least put an
appropriation amount forward for you in this fiscal year's budget, the 11, it allows
you to have some funding to move forward. If that's not an appropriate amount or
if it's too much, then I would expect that you would come back and make an
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amendment to your budget and say, you gave me too much money or we need a
little bit more money. But it allows her to move forward rather than to say, I
cannot move anywhere because there is no funding within my Department and
there's been no appropriations or allocations by the Council. We only meet once
to make these decisions so, for me, if we have this information before us it just
makes sense that we would take this opportunity to be proactive to allow the
Department to do some of the work, and then we can work out the details as the
fiscal year moves forward and then we can come back and revisit on those. But if
we do nothing, then we have left her in a position of saying, I cannot do anything.
So...but I just wanted to share that's part of the responses given to the EPA is that
we haven't made an appropriation. The Mayor has fmished her budget proposal,
it doesn't include her. So what is our responsibility? And I think we have an
opportunity to act.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I read the same letter as you and I tell myself that
if comments are made to EPA in regards to what is required of the Department in
doing this study, would have been nice if it would have come to at least a
committee to tell us that this study is being required and we could take action at
the committee level. You look at the letter, January 27th, we get our budget
March 15th. That would have given us some time to reflect on this letter and try
to resolve some of those issues, and to come at the 1 1 th hour and here we're
discussing this budget, I feel slighted.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'll just leave it at that. We'll recess for lunch and return at 1:30
p.m. This meeting is in recess. . . .(gavel) . . .
RECESS:

11:58 a.m.

RECONVENE:

1:42 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (gavel) . . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is
now session. Okay, Members, when we left off we had a motion on the floor by
Mr. Nishiki, seconded by Mr. Victorino. And the motion was to add a proviso to
CIP 31-19, and let me read the motion -- Provided that prior to expending funds
for the Department of Environmental Management, the EM shall with the
Department of Water Supply and private entities on the new verification study
that provides the Council with future alternatives for the transmission and
optimization of R-1 recycled water from the Kahului Wastewater Reclamation
Facilities or facility in order to provide a source of irrigation water for existing
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and planned future projects and to provide alternatives for the use of injection
wells. Member Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, and if I want to add in this as a friendly
amendment to add that last sentence after Wells period. The Department of
Environmental Management shall transmit a status report regarding this matter to
the Council by January 1, 2011.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any objections to the friendly
amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections, sir?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Seeing none. Thank you very much. The Chair is going to call
for the vote. All in favor say "aye"?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aye.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed? Seeing none, motion is carried. Nine to zero.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And for the Department, the Chair is not going to attach a
dollar amount and, hopefully, you can work with this proviso to accomplish the
study to provide alternatives to the use of injection wells.
Again, Mr. Nishiki, we tried to get copies of the proposed plans for Central Maui
in regards to the Central Maui Water Use and Development Plan, but I understand
it's online that you can access because I don't know, how many pages had?
MS. REVELS: Thank you, Mr. Chair It was 116 pages for the entire Water Use and
Development Plan for Central.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And we were privileged enough to get updates
from Member Victorino's committee regarding the Water Use Development Plan
not only for Central Maui but also for Upcountry.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair'?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, real quickly. That would be one of the first
items I would be bringing up in June when we return just to let Mr. Nishiki know
and the rest of the public that, that will one of the very first items I'll bring
forward to continue working on that. Thank you, Chair
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The next item I do have, um, Member Medeiros
provided this Committee with information that the Members had requested. So at
this time, I'd like to call on Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Members, if you look this
morning we passed out copies of the budget for the Hana Infant and Toddler
Program. And if you all have it in front you, the part printed in black ink for the
top half, that's what would be expended from this $10,000 to pay for. The bottom
half, which is in blue, is what other donations and funding had purchased which
amounted to be about the same so that they could come in compliance with what
is required for programs like this to exist. And I think Member Baisa, who is very
familiar with this kind of program asked to see and also Member Johnson asked to
see. And if you look at the bottom, they have some notes there that there was a
washer/dryer donated, a refrigerator donated, electrician work, carpenter work,
plumbing work. They either had it donated or they covered the cost on that to
bring the facility in compliance with what is required in the licensing. And then
at the very bottom, they give you an analogy or comparison of an early Headstart
Infant/Toddler Center for eight children currently being set up in Lahaina with
Federal funds provided with the following information. The $14,973 covered
expenses to the, to order the following. And below they list the following and
that's similar to the top half of the page of what the Hana facility needed to
purchase and they were able to purchase it I guess for ten thousand...almost
$10,500 including the estimated shipping. But you can see that the Lahaina
program also required pretty much the same items in order to meet the licensing
requirement of a program like that. So that's their budget that they could supply
to us on short notice for how the $10,000 being considered by this body would be
used and that would be in the top half of this report. And you can see this is for
Infant/Toddler Center start up cost and for 12 children. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman. If there's any questions I can answer, I'd gladly do so.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. Medeiros?
Member Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. And thank you, Mr.
Medeiros for the details. So the grant then for the $10,000 is going to be made to
Maui Family Support Services as the 501C-3 agency?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay, thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, any more questions? Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Which page are we on now?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 12.
MS. REVELS: I'm sorry, Mr. Chair, it's the top of Page 13.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I was trying to fmd the thing.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, okay...by Family Support Services, yeah. And
Mr. Chair, just because this is part of the grant, this is going to be...is this just a
stipulation that's a proviso?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We need to add $10,000. Members, we're going to add
$10,000. We had it in yesterday. We took it out-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --for the reason that some of the Members had questions in
regards to the organization.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I just wanted to make sure because...and then
this, you know, because we're getting into like matching just out of curiosity and I
know that the Director is not here on these other entities they are not required to
any kind of match, are they?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. All right because I will try and put that into
some kind of committee because at some point in time I think you know everyone
should be treated equally. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair'?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I want to comment on that. And this money that
Maui Family Support Services will be paying for this with, I'm kind of familiar
with Early Head Start having had MEO Head Start for many, many years. This is
Federal money and it requires local match and usually that's 20 percent. So
they're probably, you know, we're providing the match. But we're also benefitting
from Federal dollars.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Members, any more questions to that? Do I
need a motion to accept that or consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, we have to vote.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Somebody told me if there's one no, I need a motion. So, I
need a motion.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Come on, Bill.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, you need the motion for the proviso
or . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the add.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And the add. Okay. So you finally decided that the
add was coming from where or you just want the amount of the add?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yesterday, we had it in.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then we moved all those dollars back into Self-Insurance-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --so we're just going to move it back.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So I move that we add to the Maui Family
Support Services Incorporated $10,000 and that a proviso be inserted providing
that $10,000 be for the Hana Infant/Toddler Program.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second the motion, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay, Members, more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, all in favor say "aye"?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aye.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Motion is carried. Nine ayes, zero noes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: One no.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Eight ayes, one no.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: . . .(inaudible). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: One member, Chairman Mateo.
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VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson,
Kaho 'ohalahala, Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki, and
Victorino.

NOES:

Vice-Chair Mateo.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE.

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair, thank you and Members, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I think there's one more item that I need to discuss with you.
Again, Members, this is a match for the State and I want Member Medeiros to
kind of apprise us regarding the matching fund that is being requested to I guess
some construction at Lower Nahiku School as a community center for that
community.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, mahalo, Mr. Chairman. And Members,
knowing the austere budget that we are working with and knowing the
economy...the conditions of the economy, I certainly would not have asked for
this at this point. But I need to ask for it because there's an unusual situation that
is currently with the Nahiku area of Hana. And I'd like to read into the record part
of their letter from the Nahiku Community Association. And it starts...I would
like to express my sincere gratitude to you and the Members of the Maui County
Council for coming to Hana on April 6, 2009, to discuss and hear from the
community their needs and concerns regarding the County's fiscal budget,
appropriations for East Maui District. We appreciate the work and time that you
and your Members have invested in seeking input and deliberating on important
issues that affect us all. Certainly we are aware of the challenges that this Council
is faced with especially with the global meltdown and funding shortfalls we are
all experiencing. We thank you for the opportunity to testify last night, and this is
way back in April 6th, and share with you Nahiku's community's priorities and
critical issues. As mentioned, we are looking forward to working with the County
of Maui and planning, designing, and constructing Nahiku's Community Center.
It was noted in our testimony last night that the land was originally owned by our
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great grandfather David Kalaloa Kahookele, Sr., and that the State Territorial of
Hawaii borrowed this property for the purpose of building old Nahiku School.
When Statehood took place this land was never returned to my great grandfather
and the State of Hawaii became the new owner. However, many years later the
old Nahiku School became vacant and the Department of Land and Natural
Resources leased the land to our family member until 2007. The old Nahiku
School burnt down and several community members got together to discuss the
future of this property. With the help of Representative Mele Carroll, the Nahiku
Community Association was formed and received a 501C-3 nonprofit
organization Federal identification status and have been conducting public
monthly meetings with the community There are many reasons why small
village such as Nahiku Community deserves and needs a facility that could
benefit the residents and the general public. The first being a relief center during
any emergency and natural disaster situation. Right now, there are no facilities
available to the residents of Nahiku should there be an emergency natural disaster.
This community center can be utilized for this purpose. Another reason why the
Nahiku community are waiting for a community center built on the old Nahiku
School property is that because they would like a place for the residents to hold
their community meetings, classes, workshops, cultural events, civic activities as
well as a place to have family and friends gatherings. For your information, last
year Governor Linda Lingle executed an Executive Order that the old Nahiku
School property be turned over to the County for the purpose of building a
community center for the community. A meeting took place between the
president of the Nahiku Community Association Representative Mele Carroll,
Maui County Parks Director Tamara Horcajo, Floyd Miyazono with the Parks
Department, and their staff to discuss this project further. It was understood that
the State is not in the business of building and managing community centers and,
therefore, the County of Maui was asked to assist the Nahiku Community
Association in pursuing this endeavor. At the end of this meeting, Ms. Horcajo
and her staff expressed their support and ordered to work and, I'm sorry, and
offered to work with the Nahiku community to seeing this goal realized. The
Nahiku Community Association is eager and willing to work with the County of
Maui in building this community center. The Nahiku Community Association is
also willing to raise the funds to manage and upkeep the facility. We feel that this
partnership could be a model for other communities and we see this as a win-win
situation. All we are asking this time is for your assistance in helping us to find,
fund the project. We understand that the planning and design funds are needed to
be appropriated and we ask the County of Maui to support this request. We are
not asking the County to build a huge building but one that replicates the old
Nahiku School. In closing, we thank you for consideration of our request and
hope that you would be able to assist us with the planning and design funds of
250,000 as you deliberate on the 2010-2011 Fiscal Year Budget. This project is
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an investment in our keiki's and the resident's future and will provide a safe haven
for our kupuna and community during times of emergency and natural disasters.
More importantly, it will serve as a place for our community to thrive and grow in
a positive and healthy direction. Again, mahalo for your favorable consideration
of this request and we look forward to working with you on this exciting project.
Join us in our efforts of reaching solutions to building a healthy and safe
community. And this is from the Nahiku Community Association.
Mr. Chairman, I just want to point out a few other things. First of all, the State of
Hawaii, through the efforts of Representative Mele Carroll and Senator Kalani
English who Nahiku Community Association and myself worked with, were able
at this austere times when the State is not handing out money but asking for
money back, they were able to get appropriated $250,000 in order to help build
this building in Nahiku. And the money, however, is conditioned that the County
would come up with matching funds or that money would not be able to be
released or it would not be able to be encumbered until we would be able to get
the matching funds. This project would stimulate the local economy and create
jobs there in that small village of Nahiku and the Nahiku area. It would provide
emergency shelter for tsunamis, flooding, road closures, and other natural
disasters. Because the State of Hawaii does not build community centers but is
willing to make the property available, funding is available...they are willing to
fund as a partner in achieving the first planning and design of the project. We
have been able to organize other partners -- State DLNR, our own Department of
Finance, Department of Parks. So far, the community and the district of East
Maui have been able to put enormous energy and time in achieving this goal. For
the kupuna and the children, this facility would provide a safe haven and also a
place for them to gather and conduct their activities. This area, the lower Nahiku
Village does not have a park. What they plan to do in the community if they are
able to receive this facility and get it constructed, they will put in a park for the
community themselves and so that it would be a place where the community
could go. None of this money would go to paying any individuals as far as
executives or other staff. It would be strictly for the use of planning and
designing this facility. The community has been able to engage many local
contractors and other assets to help in this endeavor. So, Members, this is quite a
request but after hearing what has occurred down there and what the community
is willing to do, we have no community centers in East Maui. Most of the places
that we meet in East Maui are old schools starting at Hana School which is called
a community center but it is not designed for a community center. So is Keanae
School, which we're trying to get that also turned over to the County so that it can
be a place where they continue to meet. But we have no designed community
centers as we do in other parts of Maui. So, Members, I ask for your
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consideration and understanding on this request and ask for your support of this
request. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions? Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: What is the total amount requested?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Two hundred fifty thousand to match the State's
250,000.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Uh, yes, thank you, Chair. The 250,000 was just
appropriated during the Legislature that concluded yesterday?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No. They had this I believe we're able to hold it
from the last legislative session but it was not from this session.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Has the Governor indicated any kind of an opportunity to
release it because you know we've seen a lot of this. It's happened to YMCA, it's
happened to the La' akea, it's happened to everybody that, you know, we get an
appropriation and we're so happy and then she sits on it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Probably what we could do is add a proviso to ensure that we
get the State match before we release our money.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Should we find the money. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That was my question. I'm just concerned because I see
it with all these wonderful community efforts but then you the Legislators are
empathetic. They give the money and then it never gets released, and then you
cannot go forward because the construction is held up.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, and I agree with Member Baisa.
And I think your suggestion of putting some kind of proviso on it if the State does
not release the money then the County money is not available.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Molina?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair If I may ask, Mr. Medeiros, you
mentioned the Parks Department expressed support. And you know, Mr. Chair,
it's just unfortunate that now we hear Parks was kind of clued in on it and why the
Administration didn't give us a heads up because to find out about this today and
we're up against the clock, yeah, so that's why I'm a little concerned. So maybe if
Mr. Medeiros can elaborate at least that the role Parks played and I don't know if
he knows why they didn't notify us or at least give us a heads up as to what was
going on, you know.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Molina. I think the community
asked the Parks Department to come to their meeting and listen to their
presentation and we checked on this property. This property is executive ordered
over to the County under EO 4220. And it is under the Department of Parks and
Recreation as far as the property. And so they were invited to the meeting. And
also I have sort of an e-mail that came from the Department of Finance and it asks
me for my consideration and support because they...I guess the property is also
within the Department of Finance as far as the legal part. So, they've had
meetings and this is what has been expressed at those meetings.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, so as far as Representative Carroll's role in
getting the monies so that you just found out about that was it today that the
monies were secured? How long has the Department known about this, if I may
ask?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I'm not sure about the length that the Department
has known about it but we have been meeting with the Nahiku community and
their regular meetings. It was reported by State Representative Carroll that they
were able to secure the money but the County would have to come up with a
matching amount.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And what was that date that Representative Carroll...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I don't have the date that it was initially expressed
but I'm sure I can get it.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And, Chair, I apologize. Those are some important
things for me as far as the date.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I know it's important. I just want to have Mr. Pablo provide us-
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --with some comments in regards to this particular issue.
MR. PABLO: Thank you, Chair Maybe I can provide some information on this.
Member Medeiros and Chair Pontanilla brought this up I think the other day. I
did look into it yesterday. Wendy Taomoto, CIP Coordinator, did consider it for
the budget for the same reason that Councilmember Baisa had stated. Those
amounts have been set aside but haven't been appropriated by the Governor.
Because of the tight budget this year, we decided to hold off on that until we hear
more from the Governor's Office.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more discussion? Member
Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman And my
conversations with Representative Carroll she said that the money was available
but it would not be released until the County on behalf of the community would
be able to match the funds. As far as the internal workings of the State
government, you know, I'm not aware of that. I'm just going on the word of a
State Representative.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And Members, one of the suggestions that I
provided you to protect the County's monies to add that proviso to make sure that
the State money is in our hands prior to releasing our funds. Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And where is the two hundred fifty coming from?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. I've looked into our budget and you guys can approve or
disapprove in regards to what I'm going to say now, is that we do have $250,000
in cash for the renovation at the old Lanai Gym and that has an anticipated life of
25 years. And based on 25 years, the Chair was intending to move $250,000 into
the Bond Fund. Presently, when we did the proposed budget for 2011, we had
reduced the Bond Fund by 1.3 million. So it's just adding the $250,000 back into
the Bond to do the matching with the State. So that was the intent of this Chair.
And again, Members, we're below the Administration's bond request. By adding
this 250,000 we still will be below by 1.1 million. Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: How...because I know we're putting away money in
the Emergency Fund also...how is the bonding agencies...I don't know if Mr.
Pablo could address it but I'm just a little concerned because I agree with trying to
move as much out of cash so that we're in a really, with all the fiscal problems all
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these jurisdictions are having and people are getting down rated every day, I'm
just a little concerned about how we're looking in that regard.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Maybe Mr. Pablo or we can have Mr. Young come over
here to provide us some information. But the request for bond amount was $45
million. Right now, it's 43 million and so many thousand dollars.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah and that's my only concern is because I want to
try to keep as solvent as we can without floating bonds.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I understand. I don't want to hurt this County's bond rating by
moving monies inappropriately but we can have Mr. Young come up here and
provide us with information. And the other thing, Members, what we can do is
similar to what we did to Fiscal Year 2010 approve an amount but anything over
that still needs to come back to Council for approval.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: The other thing, could we actually put the item in
because I know that there are other monies that are...and we can't really
acknowledge them, we can't recognize them but if you put one of 'em in bond and
somehow anyway put a zero amount in...you know, not fund it with a dollar
amount or are we going to have to in order to secure the matching?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We're going to have to, to secure the matching.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But if we put it in bond we can't do that?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The intent of the Chair is to move the cash project for the old
Lanai Gym renovation-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --to bond to free up the cash that is targeted for that particular
project. And again, when we do the move I want to add that proviso that-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --when we get the State money, you know, we need it first
before we release our 250,000.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So that's the intent of the Chair. Member Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I think having that in our budget with that proviso
will also help in helping to get the funds released on the State side. But again, no
promises because we've been seeing all kinds of strange things happening.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I understand. Members, any more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Nope.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If not, because we're going to make this move I'm just going to
ask for a motion.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Bill.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Mr. Chair, you want the motion of moving
the money or providing the money?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Providing the money and-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And the proviso.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --the proviso. We'll call for a short recess so that Staff can
work with you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I
don't know how long you want to keep Environment...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I have one more.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, you have one more. Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, okay. This meeting is recess. . . . (gavel).. .
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

2:11 p.m.
2:18 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(gavel). . Meeting is now in session. Members, Chair is
going to call on Mr. Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman, after the discussions with
staff and you, I'd like to make a motion at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I move to insert the Nahiku Community Center in
General Fund CIP and move the old Lanai Gym Renovation to Bond with a
proviso for the community center that says, "Provided, that the State releases
matching funds".
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second the motion, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, there is a motion by Mr. Medeiros and a
second by Mr. Victorino in regards to inserting into the CIP the Nahiku
Community Center project and to utilize General Funds to support this project and
to move the old Lanai Gym Renovation in the amount of $250,000 from Cash to
Bond. Members, any more discussion? Member Kaho'ohalahalal?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. And the Lanai people
would be supportive of helping out the Nahiku people by giving them this cash
and going to the Bond.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay, Members, any more discussion? All in
favor say "aye"?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aye.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Motion is carried. Nine ayes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Any noes?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: What's that?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Noes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any noes? Okay, eight ayes, one no -- Chairman Mateo.
Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, thank you for your efforts and,
Members, thank you for your support. The people of Nahiku and East Maui will
be grateful for this support. Mahalo.
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson,
Kaho'ohalahala, Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki, and
Victorino.

NOES:

Vice-Chair Mateo.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. We will still have Environmental Management
personnel here this afternoon. At this time, the Chair would like to recognize
Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair What I would like to
pursue, Chair, is the implementation of the Environmental Order concerning the
Lahaina effluent and tracing that. So if I can, I would like to make a motion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: That $250,000 is appropriated to the
Department of Environmental Management to fulfill the EPA Order referencing
CWA-308 requiring the sampling and reporting under Section 308 of the Clean
Water Act for the County of Maui's Lahaina Wastewater Reclamation Facility.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair, I second the motion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Kaho'ohalahala, second by Member
Victorino. Any discussion, Members? Member Kaho'ohalahala?
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. I wanted to make
clear that we were taking a proactive position in supporting the Department to go
ahead and try to implement some of the requirements that are coming down to the
County of Maui by the EPA in this specific regard. And in light of the fact that
response letters have gone back to the EPA saying that this County has not
appropriated funds for them to embark on this Order that this might be a way for
us to support the Department by putting these funds forward so that they can
begin. And it will not delay the process any longer. And as the year transpires,
the Department can make the adjustments that they need to make in terms of
fulfilling this and then come back to the County should there need to be additional
considerations but at least we've taken this step to allow you to begin to move
forward on these EPA Orders. So that's the intent of this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Similarly, like Mr. Nishiki had noted, I'm going to
accept that proviso...I'm going to accept the motion as a proviso but not put a
dollar amount. And that way through some savings the Department will do the
study. I'm going to forward both this motion that you currently have along with
Mr. Nishiki's proviso to the proper committee for more discussion. And the
reason why for more discussion is ensuring that whatever the EPA had asked the
County to do that we keep it, you know, upfront and focal for this County. We
don't want to lose sight and I understand that we already are working on the
Lahaina Wastewater Treatment Area. So, I just don't want to confuse the whole
thing. Member...oh...not Member, but Director Pablo?
MR. PABLO: Chair, I have a question. Where is the source of the 250,000 for this
study?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Pablo, we're not going to put any money into that. But
that's the Chair's recommendation. But we do have a motion of $250,000 to be
inserted in the Environmental Management area. So we're going to act on that
motion.
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair? I'm sorry, for clarification which section of Environmental
Management? Was it under the Sewer Fund, the General Fund, the Wastewater
Reclamation Facility Program or Administration Engineering Program if you
want the Sewer Fund?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: What would be appropriate?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Probably the...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Wastewater Reclamation...
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Or Administration.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Or the Administration?
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, the Wastewater Reclamation Facility is the largest dollar
amount. It might be...but what is appropriate maybe we should ask the
Department.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Department?
MS. OKUMA: I guess we need to get clarification on where the funding is. We just
heard that it would be from savings. But if it's an Admin...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, it's not going to be...well, the motion is to find $250,000 to
do that study. Right now, we don't have any idea where we're going to find that
money. But the Chair's comments was made earlier in regards to no funding.
You do the study because you already are working on it and, you know, we
provide this request in regards to the Lahaina Treatment Plant. We'll send it as a
PAF to the responsible committee along with Mr. Nishiki's PAF that I intend to
send to our Chairman so that it can be referred to the proper committee so that we
can more thorough discussion and to keep these items upfront before the Council
so that we know that we are doing something, the County is doing something to
resolve these issues.
MS. OKUMA: I'm not sure if we're real clear here. Could we have a few minutes to...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure. We'll take a five, well, we'll take ten. We'll come back
at 2:40. This meeting is in recess. . . . (gavel).
RECESS:

2:28 p.m.

RECONVENE:

2:58 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is
now reconvened. At this time, the Chair would like to call on Mr.
Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. First of all, what I
would like to do is withdraw my original motion that was placed on the floor.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I withdraw the second, Mr. Chairman. No
problem.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, then Chair what I would like
to move is to add a proviso to the West Maui Community Plan's Sewer Fund to
read: Provided that 250,000 be for the testing in accordance with the
requirements for sampling and reporting under Section 308 of the Clean Water
Act for the County of Maui's Lahaina Wastewater Reclamation Facility.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I second that, Mr. Chair
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. There is a motion on the floor. Second. Motion
by Member Kaho' ohalahala, second by Member Victorino. Members, any
discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Chair'?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson followed by Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: If I could just ask Ms. Okuma and Mr. Taylor,
because this is in the Sewer Fund and because the allocation has already been I
guess made in this area I just want to make sure that if we do this proviso with a
stipulated amount that it will not compromise anything else that we have that we
absolutely have to get done as far as projects for West Maui.
MS. OKUMA: I'm going to let Mr. Taylor address the issues but these are basically
Consent Decree driven projects.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, Page 39.
MS. OKUMA: So let me have him explain.
MR. TAYLOR: Could I ask for clarification of the proviso? Is it still $250,000 from
some certain line item?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, out of whole total.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No.
MR. TAYLOR: For these three projects. Okay, so is this to the three projects--
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
MR. TAYLOR:
--Environmental Protection Agency Consent Decree Sewer
Rehabilitation, Lahaina Force Main No. 4 Replacement, and Lahaina Wastewater
Pump Station No. 2 Modifications?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
MR. TAYLOR: Okay. Then those three projects are currently allocated $1,010,000 for
the three of them. To add something else that's $250,000 one of these projects
would have to be cut, and all three of these are replacements of failing
infrastructures. I think we went through CIP a couple of weeks ago when we
were here. I think you've all seen the methodology we use for prioritization and
essentially we'd be taking what was already deemed a priority replacement and
bump it. So I don't think...if there was additional funding, I mean, we would
certainly be happy with that. But I think taking out one of these projects would
have some consequences that I don't think anyone would be happy with. They're
all raw wastewater transmission system improvements that need to be replaced on
our time schedule.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. And that's my concern, Mr. Chair, is that I
can't support anything that would compromise the other environmental problems
that we could potentially have if one of these projects with failing infrastructure is
not done. That's my concern. If we do one thing, then the other things are not
going to get done and because the projects have also been highlighted as part of
the Consent Decree, is that correct?
MR. TAYLOR: That is correct. The way the Consent Decree works is we have to
identify to EPA the investigations we've done, how we've identified what needs to
be replaced and schedule a replacement. And that's part of the quarterly, the EPA
Consent Decree reports that go to Council every year. You've seen these.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes.
MR. TAYLOR: And these...not only the part of the Consent Decree but even if there
was no Consent Decree it would still be our same recommendation of...it's going
to take even a couple of years you know by the time we do the whole CIP project
to get it finished. Our estimates are these have to be done on this timeline or
they'll fail and all of these projects basically if they fail, you're talking about raw
sewage in the ocean that's why these projects are in there. I just can't, from an
engineering standpoint, recommend bumping one a year. Again, if additional
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funding is given that's great. We have enough project management time to
manage more work but we can't really cut the funding for the existing projects
and absorb that.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That, Mr. Chair, is my concern...if we can find the
$250,000 from some other source. I understand what the concerns are but I can't
in all good conscience subject my West Maui community to or anybody, I mean,
because that whole area is right near the ocean. It's very...and to have raw
sewage going into the ocean I just can't do that in all good conscience. I think it's
not environmentally responsible so I can't support that. If the money can come
from some other place, fine, but I can't support it the way it is. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I got my answer, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair You know, it was
interesting that this particular Department had a carryover of $4.9 million in
carryover and now we're bickering about a two hundred...The other thing...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I was going to correct you but go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, okay. The other part of that is that
we are talking currently about effluent that is currently going into the water at
Kaanapali Beach between Kekaa and Honokowai. That's already happening right
now and it's being ordered by EPA that we do something about this to test it. So I
don't want to diminish the fact that this Department has other responsibilities to
do but we are talking about a situation that's already identified by an EPA Order.
So if you rather allow your guests to continue to swim in effluent off of Kaanapali
Beach and go, well, we have more priorities about other things then that's fine.
But you're on a Program Budget. You have the ability to do this and all I'm
saying is that we add one more thing that you can work with doing because we
already know that this is happening and the seepage is already happening. So
people are going to be affected whether we like it or not. If we're not going to do
anything about it then what does that do for this County in terms of liability after
the fact? So, all I'm saying is that you have the ability to have flexible program
budgets. Here's one more thing that we would like you to do and it's coming at
the cost of $250,000 to do what the EPA has already outlined for you that you
must get done. So we're not going to add any of these. They've already given you
everything that they've described that needs to be done. So $250,000 is to help
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you to do this. Okay. So that's fine if this body chooses not to locate it here, but
that's my first option is to put it in this particular item for West Maui.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I just want to correct an item. The $4 9 million
carryover savings was from Solid Waste.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Solid Waste.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: But it's Environmental Management.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I'm not saying at all that the $250,000 doesn't have
merit. I'm just saying that in addition to what's already a problem don't add more
problems. So how is...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: This is already a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Excuse me.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let Member Johnson complete.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. And so my feeling is that look for the money.
This shouldn't be coming up at the 11th hour. If this information is out there, we
should be able to fmd $250,000 from somewhere. So if that's the case, if people
want to make amendments then we just need to because we're reaching the end of
the budget process. We need to be very methodical in where we get these monies
from. You can't just pull something out at the expense of other things cause in
doing one thing, you may create worse problems in another area. So, anyway,
Mr. Chair, I'm happy to support this but not at the expense of the other things. So
if additional funds can be found from some other source, I'd be happy to do that.
Or put something in that some kind of proviso with zero dollars then that doesn't
take away from what they're trying to do.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Hey, I would appreciate if you sit down.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'm sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more discussion? Member
Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Department, I believe you
described three projects that you need to do. Is that correct?
MR. TAYLOR: Yes. My understanding is that is where the proposed amendment or
proviso would have taken the money from. .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. And those projects in your scheduling would
be done concurrently or in sequence?
MR. TAYLOR: Those are done concurrently. All of the Fiscal Year '11 projects are
basically done in the same time frame. We get the money in July we either go out
to bid or we do consultant selection. Basically all of the projects for every fiscal
year are not simultaneously because the procurement timelines are all the same
and the procurement timeline is such a lengthy process that we don't finish one
and then start the other. We start all of them on the same timelines.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So what you're saying is because you have these
three projects that you need to complete that you really have no time that you can
do the study that Member Kaho' ohalahala is asking about?
MR. TAYLOR: Time is not the issue. We have, the way our CIP group is organized, we
have some project managers. And almost most of the work in the CIP budget is
contracted out to either private engineering firms or science firms or contracting
companies. We, our staff, could handle the management of this project if there
were funds. So the real question is, are there enough funds to do all of the
projects. And certainly if the money could be found from somewhere else, we
defmitely have enough internal manpower to manage the effort. All of the work
would be done by outside consulting and scientific firms of some sort and we can
certainly manage that. But we can't absorb the cost in this existing budget item.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for the information. Mahalo, Mr.
Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I do.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just wondered, is there any. . . do you have a
Countywide, I mean, one that cause I know usually I just don't know what page
we're on but...
MR. TAYLOR: The Countywide EPA Consent Decree is only $300,000 and that's for a
bunch of other items. So certainly we can't absorb, take $250,000 out of that and
still do that work. It's basically almost the entire operation.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So only if you had a supplemental transfer
from the General Fund would you be able to do this?
MR. TAYLOR: Yes, that's correct. Again, if we had additional funds, again, we could
manage the effort but we just need the additional funds.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. And that, Mr. Chair, because all of these
things are very important, I would you know even if it comes out of our...there's
two areas. My suggestion would be either take it out of our insurance program if
we're going to do that for the self funding on insurance and do a supplemental
transfer or take it from a contribution to Emergency Fund because this is clearly
an emergency because you're trying to protect health, safety, you know,
sanitation, all those things from the Department of Health. That clearly, to me,
would be justification. It's not like we have to take money out of the Emergency
Fund. Just not put quite as much money into it to begin with. So those would be
my only suggestions to fund this particular thing because I agree it's important but
you know we just can't...it's like robbing Peter to pay Paul. It's just not, to me,
fiscally or environmentally responsible to risk that. So I'd rather do it that way.
Give them the money that they need. It's got to go back to Committee anyway.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions? If not, everybody
ready for the vote? Staff, if you can read the motion?
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, I gave the motion to Member Kaho' ohalahala.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: The motion is to add a proviso to the
West Maui Community Plan Sewer Fund to read: Provided that $250,000 be for
testing in accordance with the EPA requirement for sampling and reporting under
Section 308 of the Clean Water Act for the County of Maui's Lahaina Wastewater
Reclamation Facility.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I guess if I can amend that to add that
portion as a reporting requirement, and that the Department of Environmental
Management shall transmit a status report regarding this matter to the Council by
January 1st, 2011.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Department, can that be met?
MS. OKUMA: The issue is really the money and the fact that we would have to look at
some of these other projects and be unable to do some of these other Consent
Decree driven projects. That's the concern. It's already been explained by Mr.
Taylor.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair'?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the Chair's intent is not to take money from the SelfInsurance or the Emergency Fund. Okay. And if such an emergency happens,
you know, hopefully it doesn't then at the time the Administration can call for an
emergency and we'll take the money straight out of there. Thank you. Member
Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. Chair, due to the
importance of this proviso and I certainly understand what Member
Kaho' ohalahala is trying to do and you know we hear it in the community and
whatever, but also understanding Mr. Taylor's well planned CIP projects. He
does a really good job of making sure that he's got a schedule and his costs all
figured out and so I'd like to respect that. Could I suggest that rather than voting
this thing up or down now that we defer it until we're just about pow and we can
take another look and see if we come across anything along the way that we could
maybe save it?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, you heard Member Baisa's suggestion. But we do
have a motion on the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair, a short recess please?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Short recess.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Two minutes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Two minutes. This meeting is in recess . . . (gavel).. .
RECESS:

3:15 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:23 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is
now reconvened. Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Chair, then I would like to, first of
all, remove my motion on the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I remove my second.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And I would like to offer another motion
that...I move to add a proviso to the Wastewater Reclamation Facilities Program
to read: Provided, that the Department of Environmental Management begin the
testing in accordance with the EPA requirements for sampling and reporting
under Section 308 of the Clean Water Act for the County of Maui's Lahaina
Wastewater Reclamation Facility, and that the Department of Environmental
Management shall transmit a status report regarding this matter to the Council by
January 1, 2011.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I second the motion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Moved by Member Kaho' ohalahala, second by Member
Victorino. And Members, we're on Page 4 on the bottom. Any more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That motion is a good motion. I think that if all
Council members have read the Environmental Protection's concern and then the
response in March from our Environmental Management Department, and then
the concern raised by the EPA in regards to how this Department is really sort of
not responding and, therefore, that call had to be done. You know, this gives
them a timed deadline, Mr. Chairman, to respond to these concerns. And I think
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it's real important that they do this, otherwise, they are going to put this County
and this government in a situation where we could be levied fines again, and I
don't want to see that occurring. So, hopefully, they'll get the message by this
proviso and do the work period. And we don't need to ask them whether they can
do it or not. EPA has asked them to do it and they've not responded and this is
concerning, Mr. Chairman So I just want to leave it at that and we should vote
on this. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Any more discussion, Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No. I just want to say that I will support this
particular motion. I think it sends a message. I think we've all gotten the message
and certainly the Department is going to do everything they can to address the
issue. But I would hate to have to rename Kaanapali Beach, Kaanapotty Beach.
So, anyway, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Any more discussion, Members? Okay, all in
favor of the motion, please say "aye"?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Aye.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed? Seeing none. Motion carried. Nine ayes, zero
opposed. Thank you, Mr. Kaho'ohalahala.
VOTE:

AYES:

Chair
Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair
Mateo,
and
Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala,
Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki, and Victorino.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
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ACTION: APPROVE.

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair, and thank you,
Members.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Again, the Chair wants to reiterate what I've said
earlier. In regards to both Kahului as well as West Maui we'll provide a PAF to
the Council Chair for assignment on hopefully on a quarterly basis we can review
this progress. So that way, we don't lose sight. So, thank you.
Okay, Members, I know we took a short recess but this time the Chair would like
to take a recess.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Chairman, before you take your recess and before
Environmental Management-CHAIR PONTANILLA: If both David and Cheryl to come...
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, before they leave, Mr. Chairman, on Page 5 on that
proviso that was added a couple of days ago, I'd like to be sure that, that particular
proviso regarding the Molokai Ohiapilo Bird Sanctuary Consent Decree I don't
think it is specific enough. I believe in our discussions we did, I did provide
specific language. And the language that appears on Page 5 is too general. We
need to make it specific, and I'd like to recapture the original language that I
shared a couple of days ago.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Um...which is?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: That...Provided that $200,000 be for the Molokai Ohiapilo
Bird Sanctuary Consent Decree maintenance contract and development of the
EPA required management plan, the Botulism Management Plan, and the
Year-end Vegetation Study.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. You want to make an amendment to the proviso?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Chair, I move to amend the proviso existing on Page 5,
under EM-7-22, No. 2, to read: Provided that $200,000 be for the Molokai
Ohiapilo Bird Sanctuary Consent Decree maintenance contract and development
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of the EPA required management plan, the Botulism Management Plan, and the
Year-end Vegetation Study.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second the motion, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Mateo, second by Member Victorino.
Members, any discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: All in favor of the motion, please say "aye"?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Aye.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed? Seeing none. Motion carried. Nine ayes, zero
noes. Thank you, Mr. Mateo.

VOTE:

AYES:

Chair
Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair
Mateo,
and
Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala,
Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki, and Victorino.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, we're going to take a 15-minute recess and we'll
reconvene at 3:45. . . . (gavel) . . .
RECESS:

3:30 p.m.
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RECONVENE:

3:45 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (gavel) . . . Members, the Budget and Finance Committee
meeting is now reconvened. I have a letter here from Office of the Mayor
regarding a grant revenue for Fiscal Year 2011 proposed budget ordinance, and
this is to add $500,000. This grant came from the United States Department of
Agriculture for Rural Development Community Facilities Program. So without
any objections, Members, I'm going to receive this and include this amount in
Appendix A of the Budget Ordinance.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I think we have one more item on my list and it's
in regards to real property tax. As you note on Page 1, you have the Chair's
proposal on the real property tax and this budget is based on the number that you
see - $213,983,411. And the breakdown...circuit breaker adjustment is
$1,426,927 and adjustment for certification real property tax is $1,251, adjustment
for certification circuit breaker - $233,600. Reduced improved residential rate to
$5.00 we have a negative $4,636,171; increased commercial rate to 6.25, we have
an increase of $530,458; decrease hotel resort rate to $8.30, we do have a
decrease of $3,682,543; decrease commercial residential rate to $5.00, we have a
decrease of $91,489; decrease unimproved residential rate to $6.00, we have a
decrease of $413,848. So based on that, the net revenue is $213,983,411. As
proposed by the Mayor, the real property tax for the budget that was presented to
us was $223,469,080. So, Members, questions? Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: On the one rate I know we got the most testifiers and
that would be on the new classification which was the commercial residential.
Because there's...and I don't know we'd get it from except to change one of the
other rates here but I understand the Bed and Breakfast people's argument. I
would really like to have the Members' thoughts on that particular rate and maybe
looking at something you know, originally I proposed $3.50 but even if it was
like $4.00 I really think that until we settle the differences between transient
vacation rentals and the issue having to do with B & Bs, I really do understand the
concern that was expressed, and particularly because occupancy is not that great
with the Bed and Breakfast even those that are licensed 'cause I know two people
that are right on the ropes right now. So, I'd just like to hear from the other
Members 'cause I'm looking at like a $4.00 rate. I know you don't want to take it
from the Emergency Fund. I don't know you don't to take it from Self-Insurance
so maybe one of the other rates where there is some wiggle room from what the
Mayor had proposed. Because this is such a small number of people the burden is
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really falling pretty heavily on a very small class of individuals. So that's my only
concern. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair'?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I intend to agree with Ms. Johnson and I'm
looking at $4.00 so if I do that according to the spreadsheet, I'd have to find
$73,191 to make up that difference. That's the exact amount if you take it from
$5.00 to $4.00 and that's the nice thing. And thank you, Gayle, because that
makes it real easy when you want to make some adjustments you can do that.
And there's a number and I think my colleague, Ms. Baisa, was looking at
something else which could add and even with that come out pretty close to
everything else. But I can concur with that. Until we get a better understanding, I
cannot go, and I'm sorry for them they want to treat out $.12 I think no and $3.50
no, you know, and Chair, your $5.00 was a step down from the $6.25. But I think
the $4.00 would be more fair for right now given the climate it is and as time goes
on that would be one of the classifications that when things get better I would
look at them a little more diligently. But right now, I think $4.00 would be a good
compromise In talking with some of them last night, they felt that if they gotta
go that, that would be a fair compromise in their mind. So that's my suggestion. I
agree $4.00 maybe and we need to find $73,191 if we don't do anything else,
Chair Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, at this point, I believe I'm negotiable in taking a look
at these rates. However, I do want to remind everybody that when we're going
through the process of dealing with the B & Bs, I think it was real consistent to
hear them come up and say, you know, at that particular time they knew that they
would pay a little more than the homeowners. They told us that they knew that
they would potentially lose the homeowner's exemption rates. And they also
indicated that it would be considered that they would go up to the improved
residential. But this particular point in time, that's where they are at the improved
residential list. I heard the pleas and I also understand the needs for relief. So I
just wanted to remind them that we're not doing nothing extraordinary. We've
taken them to where they said they thought they would end up, you know, during
the time when we were discussing the whole issue of B & Bs and where they
should sit in terms of a category. So I just wanted to remind everybody how we
got from there to here. But as I said, you know, if discussion is fine, I'm
negotiable.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No comment.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: At this time, no comment.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair I am inclined to
consider a reduction here in support of Member Victorino and Member Johnson
because I think it's something that we need to take a closer look at.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you very much, Chair I guess it's no secret
that I proposed a $3.50 rate last night. With a lot of people that were here they
also say that up to $4.00 they think is fair and they're willing to pay. I really
would like to at least give them an opportunity this year and maybe for the next
couple of years we know are going to be so tough to try and survive. You know,
for them to be penalized and this to have a deleterious effect on our economy is
not helpful. You know, we lost an awful lot of revenue from this industry. I
remember when we were looking at it, it was something like $317 million a year
that come to this island as a result of TVRs and vacation rentals. And now we're
seeing just a tiny little piece of that. And if we tax them really, really heavily and
they don't see any sense in operating these things to lose money then here we go
again, people will be laid off and will lose more money and more foreclosures and
more misery. So I would like us to try a way to find this $73,191 that we would
be short in real estate property taxes by allowing them the $4.00 rate. It won't
take much of an increase anywhere to make that up. Now, this is just an example
so don't anybody run off and say, Gladys Baisa is recommending this. I'm just
saying I played with these numbers a lot last night and only $.05 more in the
improved residential would give us $289,761. So if we took out to cover their
shortage, we would still have money. So it's not a big deal that we have to do
here. We could just make it as small as we have to. It could be $.03 whatever it
is just to round it up. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Molina?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. Upon hearing the considerations of
the Members as it relates to adjusting the commercial residential to $4.00 from
$5.00, I'm open to that but I think we need to be mindful then are we going to
leave improved residential at $5.00? They're going to be paying a higher rate.
These are long term renters so I throw that out there because if we do adjust lower
commercial residential, Mr. Chair, I think we're going to be hearing from our
long-term rental folks as well. So I just throw it out there, and maybe Staff could
calculate if we, let's say to be fair, we go with a $4.00 rate for improved
residential, how much revenue would need to be made up?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Excuse me, excuse me, Mr. Molina, you still have the floor.
So, you'll wait until Ms. Revels . . .
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, yeah.
MS. REVELS: We would lose $5,795,214.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: If we reduced them down to . . .
MS. REVELS: Improved residential to $4.00.
COUNCILIMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, My point being, Mr. Chairman, to me we gotta
look at it, if we lower commercial or you know what I mean just to be fair cause
your proposal, Mr. Chair, you went down from the Mayor's $6.25 to $5.00 and
from the Mayor's $5.80 for improved residential you went down to $5.00 so I'm
sure you had a reason for keeping it the same rate and I can only guess that it was
the issue of fairness to those who have long term rentals. So I just throw that into
the mix for the Members' consideration. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And you were right. To make it fair with the
improved residential who are renting long term. And basically, the present rate
that they do pay right now is the rate that is improved residential which is $4.85.
So when you look at $4.85 you know it's a $.15 increase in their...for that
particular category both improved residential and commercial residential area.
So, I want to offer something but these are the rates that were set by this
Chairman in regards to meeting our objective for Fiscal Year 2011 budget. So,
Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Rather than tinker, I just thought if it's only $73,000
and if we're going to $4.00 if somebody makes a motion then the easy way is not
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to bicker about different rates. Why don't we just take it from the Emergency
Fund. It's only $73,000 and go home.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I would love to do that. . . .(chuckled) . . . But my statement
earlier was not touch both emergency and self insurance. So, Member Johnson
followed by Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just asked Ms. Revels to add one penny to hotel and
that came up with $81,000.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: $834.00
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yep. So, I mean, it's a thought and the whole reason
why right now, Mr. Chair, I can say that it's a little bit different from the improved
residential is because this is the first year where we're actually setting this rate.
So, to me, I'd like to give the people that are in this category a little bit of a chance
to see how this does so that we get some experience. So, anyway, that's just my
thought. Anyway, thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more discussion? Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That's okay, Chair, I can wait. Looks like you have
something on your mind.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, the reason why I was afraid to throw any category
out was I know no matter what we said it was going to be shut down, right? If
you said, hotel, they're going to say, oh, they don't want to pay. If you say
timeshares, oh, they pay enough. You know, really, no matter what we do, it's
going to be unpopular. But is a penny going to make that much difference? But it
does give this category a break and it solves the problem and we don't have to be
here all night.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let me offer this then. On unimproved residential right now,
the Chair has it...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Six.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Six dollars?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: We reduced it from 7.25 to $6.00. I'm going to leave it up to
you because you know me I offered these rates and I'm not going to vote for it-COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That's okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --whatever is being proposed. I offer this unimproved adding
$.25.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Unimproved.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And what will that give us?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That would give you $82,770.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, you know, Chair
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson followed by Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Would you like me to make that in a frame of a
motion? No? I'll let Mr. Victorino-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --give his piece.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, there's one more place that I would like to
suggest and we went, and Mr. Chair, you reinstated. The Mayor actually...I'm
talking commercial, strictly commercial - was 6.25. The Mayor went six, and you
went back to the 6.25. That's correct, right, Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And that's the only rate right now be on timeshare
which timeshare is extremely high that I think we didn't touch from last year,
right? Everyone went up except timeshare and commercial. Am I correct from
last year's one?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So what I was asking to do, Chair...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And industrial.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And industrial, okay. So, again, no matter which
one we pick on something is going to, somebody is going to get unimproved,
that's a lot of people that don't have a lot and they have lots just sitting there. So I
was going with 6.30 and it would take it and give us $106,082. In other words,
we still have $32.00 leftover which we can put any place but I believe that's one
of those areas that I know there's a lot of moms and pops, I agree, there's mom's
and pop's in there but then commercial there's the WalMarts and the KMarts and a
lot of bigger stores in there, so it's a big, diverse group and that's actually a $.05
increase over this year 2009-2010 fiscal year. So I think of all the areas because
that was one in the industrial that wasn't touched. But industrial is already 6.50.
Industrial is 6.50. That's my proposal, and Mr. Chair, I would leave it to the body
but if I was I would make a motion to change that rate.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Before you do your motion, let me explain-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Sure, sure.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --on the unimproved. Because of the, well, number one, there
are a lot of unimproved lots in this County. And when you look at the
unimproved and you look at the infrastructure not being there and alike, and once
the infrastructure becomes available, then the possibility of some of those raw
land being either developed or sold to the highest bidder because now you may
have water, you may have the road. So that was one of my concerns in regards to
unimproved but there may be other reasons why it is unimproved. For me, that's
my take on unimproved at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair'?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes. And I would agree with you. Unfortunately,
there's the other side of that coin there's a lot of people, and I use the Upcountry
area for example, a lot of people Upcountry cannot make their land improved
because of lack of water. There's no ability to make the infrastructure changes.
So that makes it for them an extra burden because they cannot improve their land
not until we get all the water issues taken care. And you and I know that I've
worked the last year and a half and I've gotten not very far with this. And so, you
know, that's what I'm looking at. And I agree with you there's a lot of land that
can be sold and made more money. But if many of these long term families like,
and I'll use Ms. Baisa as an example, she has land that cannot be improved until
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water comes. And again, I hope that's not...everybody going to say, here he goes
picking on Ms. Baisa but I mean, it's a fact, and the facts are there. And I have a
lot of family and friends who have the same problem. They're telling me, Mike,
when can I get my water meter? When can I get my water meter? I've waited 20
years, 30 years, 17 years, whatever it is. It's not just new people moving in, it's
long term families. So, Chair, I respect you and I say, if you want to go there and
the body wants to go there, I can go there, I don't care where but I think we're at
the ninth hour that wherever you choose, wherever we choose someone is not
going to be happy. But I'm choosing where somebody has the ability, hopefully,
if there's a little bit more that there's some place to make it up in. When you're
talking about raw land which you cannot do any improvements maybe for a few
more years or maybe ten years, that's an extra tax burden I hate to see people
selling their land because they can no longer afford the taxes. Okay, Mr. Chair,
so thank you very much. I appreciate everything you've done and you make good
points, sir.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: What I'm going to do is I'm going to take your
recommendation, Mr Chair, well, I know you don't want to change any of this so
but I am going to move that we go on the unimproved residential - $6.25 and then
we amend the commercial residential to $4.00 and take the difference and put it in
the Self-Insurance Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second the motion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any discussion? Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair, just a procedural question. I'm sorry, there's
some side conversation going on and I was having a hard time trying to make out
what Member Johnson was proposing. So, we're not going to work off your
recommendation as a formal motion and then amend like, for example, what
Member Johnson has? Should we go that route maybe instead?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good point.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And maybe Member Johnson if you can withdraw your motion.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, I withdraw my motion.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I withdraw my second.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Again, a motion to accept the Chair's recommendation.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Victorino, second by Member Johnson.
Any discussion? Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, because I just want to balance it and I want to
just see how we do in the commercial-residential area and then we can deal with
that later.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chairman, can she restate the amendment, please?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry. When you withdrew your motion-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: The motion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --and Mr. Victorino withdrew his second, there were no motion
so the Chair's recommendation was to accept the Chair's proposal. And now,
Member Johnson, if you want to make an amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, I see what you're saying. Okay. All right. I
move to amend the motion that is currently before us to change unimproved
residential to $6.25, commercial-residential to $4.00, and whatever balance
remains shall be put in the Self-Insurance Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I second that, Mr. Chairman
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Moved by Member Johnson, second by Member
Victorino to amend the unimproved rate from $6.00 to $6.25, and the remaining
balance to be put into Self-Insurance. Any more discussion, Members,-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --on the amendment? Member Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, very briefly. You know we have heard a lot about
real property tax and how difficult it is for anybody to pay any more. And you
know, I know every single one of us has wrestled with this because no one wants
to raise taxes. But at the same time, we have heard we tried, you tried, you got
the budget and you took your axe and you wacked at it and you took out a lot of
positions and did a lot of things to make it leaner and we saw that we got a lot of
convincing arguments why these things had to be in the budget because they're
very, very important. And so I think we're doing a very minimal increase here
just so that we can keep County services going and not cause a whole lot of
economic hardship. And it's difficult for us and I asked the public to please try
and understand that it's not an easy thing we're doing here and if we had our
druthers we would rather reduce taxes but to do that is not responsible. So we
have to do what we have to do and that's why they put us here. So I will support
the recommendation.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Councilmember Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Real quickly, Chair I know everybody is tired and
it's been long and arduous but I want the public to know couple of quick facts that
this year again in our Emergency Fund we put $2 million, and the Emergency
Fund now is close to $16 million with this $2 million contribution. So we don't
spend every buck we make. That's not true. We also put 2 percent away for
affordable housing, 1 percent for Open Space. We do a lot of different things the
other counties don't do in this State, Mr. Chair, and it's because of the foresight of
people like yourself, former Chair Hokama and all the other former Council
members and those of us who have been around a few years. We've already had
fiscal prudence. We've worked real hard. So the lady last night I wanted one
thing corrected last night and it bugged me all night. I went home and it was
bugging me. She said, in Nevada they do not pay real property tax. While I gotta
tell that lady my son lives in Nevada and he got his tax bill and his house is worth
$200,000 more than my house. My bill was 700 and his bill was $8,953. So if
you tell me they don't pay taxes in Nevada, I want to know. They don't pay
personal income tax but let's not get into that. But real property they pay. So, the
lady made a mistake and there's a number of other mistakes she said last night and
I wanted to correct it but I respected Chair Mateo, Mr. Mateo, said be good so I
was good. That's all I was. I'm sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's it. So I just want the public to know you
took this budget and you cut out $10 million and I thank you for that. The Mayor
herself took another $10 million from the year before so we reduced this by $20
million if you look at the starting point of this year to where we are tonight.
That's almost 10 percent. So Ms. Tumpac and all those guys out there that says
we haven't taken a proactive role in reducing our expenses and cutting Cost of
Government spending, look at the budget. Thank you, Chair
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (chuckled)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Please respect the decorum of this Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, ready for the question? All in favor of the
motion to amend please say "aye"?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Aye.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed? The Chair oppose. Eight ayes, one no.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair? Aye with reservation, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Aye with reservation from Member Molina.
VOTE:

AYES:

Vice-Chair Mateo, and Councilmembers Baisa,
Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala, Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki,
and Victorino.

NOES:

Chair Pontanilla.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.
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MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE amendment to main motion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, back to the main motion as amended. Any more
discussion? All in favor of the motion please say "aye"?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Aye.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed? Chair oppose. Eight ayes, one opposed —
Chairman. Motion is carried.
VOTE:

AYES:

Vice-Chair Mateo, and Councilmembers Baisa,
Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala, Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki,
and Victorino.

NOES:

Chair Pontanilla.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE main motion as amended.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, that was the last item in regards to doing this
wonderful budget. Is there any discussion? You want to say something, Mr.
Pablo?
. . .(short pause). . . Short recess. Please remain in the Chambers. Thank you. . .
. (gavel). . .

RECESS:

4:15 p.m.

RECONVENE:

4:18 p.m.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (gavel). . .I thought we were done but there's one important
that we need to take care of. Members, in our budget we had noted that all of the
positions that we said we were going to delete unfund and alike. I just want to
have Corporation Counsel and Budget Director to provide us with more
information after Corporation Counsel hearing from Lance Hiromoto yesterday
that to fill a vacancy going forward would be tremendous work and time so,
basically, Corporation Counsel may have something for us that we may consider
before we adjourn. Traci?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr Chair, I was thinking about Councilmember Johnson's
question to me when we were talking about the EPs and after hearing from Lance
Hiromoto yesterday, I, myself, didn't realize what it meant for Council to delete
the EPs. So after I heard that, I started to think more about some possibilities.
And one possibility I thought of is that Council could leave the EPs in but proviso
that the positions not be filled in FY '11. What that would do is if the Department
wanted to fill a position, they would still have to come back to Council because
we would have to revise that proviso but they wouldn't have to deal with the DPS
part of it. The DPS part, you know, because the EPs still remained, DPS wouldn't
have to be involved. It would just be coming back for a budget amendment to fill
a position. If we do it the way that you have it currently, there's two things that's
required. The budget amendment and the Department has to start from the
beginning in creating a position, and that's the DPS procedure that Lance had
discussed. So, it's an option to consider. And I think it's kind of what
Councilmember Johnson had talked about the possibility of coming back. If you
do the proviso this way, it doesn't say that they have to come back. It would just
be an amendment that they would have to come back for, a budget amendment, if
they chose to fill.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair'?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino followed by Councilmember Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Question to you. So what you're saying by putting
that they cannot fill that unless they come back to us, right?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Well, no, the proviso would be that they would not fill so
many positions, whatever amount of EPs you were going to delete, say it was two,
the proviso would read that, provided that two EPs shall not be filled in FY 11.
Something like that.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And so now they cannot, out of the miracles
that they have pulled out in the past, right, and that's exactly what all of us are
thinking right now that, oh, God, look, I found $83,375. I can hire Traci now.
Okay, you're hired, 'cause that's what happened, right?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So there will be no way they can do that.
They've got to come back to us?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right. Because not only do they not have the funding
which is how it was done in the past but now they won't be able to fill those EPs.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Because again, Program Budget they can move
money around. We understand that.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So you're saying by this proviso they would be
unable, I'm making this perfectly clear, unable to fill that position unless they
came back to us-MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --for a budget amendment.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes, 'cause they would have to revise the proviso. Right?
If the proviso said that you shall not fill two EPAs in FY 11, they'd have to come
back and change that number to one or delete the proviso all together.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So I just want it clear that there's no getting
around it because we all thought that when it was budgeted at zero, right, Chair,
and had zero funding, all of a sudden this year they come back, oh, we found
money here and then we paid-- for six months here.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And now they're there, and now we have to fulfill
it and pay for the position-MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --and that leaves us stuck in the mud. So, you're
saying, and again, Chair, I hate to harp on this and I'll let the other
Members...they cannot slip around this once we put this proviso in. Those
positions have to come back to us for budgeting and to be amended to fill that
position.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right. Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, you said, right three times okay, so I guess
three times is enough for me. Okay, I'm sorry, I just want it clear. Sorry, Chair
Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Just a fast question. What about Fiscal Year 2012?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Fiscal Year 2012 is a separate budget so the sitting Council
at that time would have to decide.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So what happens to all these positions that are proviso'd?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: If the Council at that time wanted to continue, then they
would continue adding the proviso of not filling.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Member Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. My question is, which was
going to be the same as Member Victorino but additionally, is the proviso per
position number or you have one single proviso saying all the positions that we
decided will not be filled because of the proviso covers all or you proviso each
position?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: We were talking about it. It could be done either way. You
could proviso it with the actual position numbers. If you proviso it with the
number of EPs, I'm assuming that the rest of the positions in the Department are
filled.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: So if that's true then you could just say that they wouldn't
be able to fill, you know, the two EPs or whatever the amount that you were going
to delete and that would be it. It would just be that those two EPs would need to
come back to Council for that proviso to be revised.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So you're saying that one proviso could cover all the
EPs if you wanted or you could make it specifically-MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --per each position number?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Right. Right. So you could say, you know, provided that
three EPs not be filled in FY 11 or you could say, provided that position numbers
and you could list the position numbers if you wanted to.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Councilmember, well, I'll go right down the line.
Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I think following up on Member
Medeiros' question, if the intent of moving in this direction is to help the
Department of Personnel Services, then it would seem that we would not just
want to blanket the EPs but that we want to preserve the descriptions of those
positions. So then we should be identifying them by their number because then
you're preserving the work you're saying that had already transpired to describe
this position without having to re-describe it as has been expressed as the issue
here. So it seems to me that when you have to identify specifically so you're
holding in place those descriptions so as not to send them back to any...Now if it
comes back to us as a re-describe, then it's going to incur that same process that
we've been contending with. But at that point, they're still coming back to us and
saying, we want to take this position and we are going to move to re-describe it
and we have notice of that. So, I think we need to take it by their position number
if we're intending to help DPS from having to go redo this work all over again.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I guess if this had happened earlier in the process I
would have been maybe a little bit more positive about it. But my concern right
now is that if we're looking at a permanent workforce reduction which I think for
the next few years we're going to be facing some tough times. So that future
Councils don't get saddled with what we had to go through it was like painful.
And I think all of us would agree it was not an easy year. We went through every
position and while I'm inclined, I was inclined to go that route before, I'm really, I
guess just knowing what I know about the global financial markets now and that
Europe is having horrible problems it's a global economic meltdown, I don't know
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if it's going to make a whole heck of a lot difference, Mr. Chair. I'm inclined just
leave it. We've dealt with it, we've gone through all of the hard work and, you
know, struggled over this stuff and I think at this point, at this late juncture just
leave it alone. I appreciate so much, Traci, your suggestion. We should have
come a little bit earlier before all of the pain and suffering ensued. But you know
what, it is what it is and I just would like to leave it the way it is, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa, comments?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I see both sides of it and I have really no strong
feelings one way or the other. We went through the exercise and spent all that
time. I also understand the idea of saving the position descriptions after it was
described to us what they go through. I mean, it's like an act of Congress to get
the position back again. I also see that side of it. But I'll support the majority.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair It's been said many times in
this Chambers, when you're last you'll know that everything that's been said has
been stated. So if nobody else questions on this, I have a request to the
Administration on a different topic, if you'll allow me?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: To the Finance Department, you know, Mr. Chair, on
the subject of real property tax rates and hearings, and I guess we have some
background noise here to accompany me, based on the hearing we had last night
we had a large number of people that came out and the majority of them
expressed their concerns with the rates or the perceived increase in rates and the
increase in tax bills. I would like to ask the Administration to do whatever they
can to, I don't want to use the word educate but to apprise the people that what
was told to us that your tax bill even though there's a rate increase will in all
likelihood either remain the same or go down because again we had a lot of
people that were alarmed and angry at us and the Administration. So to alleviate
a lot of stress, I'll do my part as a Council member and whatever I don't know I'll
direct the people please call the Finance Department and I'm sure that will assist
Chairman Mateo for the recessed May 17th real property tax hearing. And if
maybe somebody, well, maybe either Mr. Pablo or somebody from Finance can
be there maybe at the start to clarify a few things. So again, in case you have
people that are just looking at the rates and, at first, I was guilty of it too. I look at
the increase and the rates and I said, oh, my God, my tax bill is going to go up in
this down economy but now that we've been told about revenue neutral I think it's
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important for the Administration to work with the Council to help get the word
out and apprise people of what revenue neutral is all about. And the bottom line
is to let people know that to quote somebody. The Finance Director I believe that
you're almost guaranteed that your bill will either be the same or go down in most
cases. So that will really be helpful for us, Mr. Chairman, for our May 17th real
property tax hearing. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you. I think real briefly I would just leave it
as it is at this particular point in time. I think the good that we got out of it is
perhaps the Department now needs to take a look at getting rid of the archaic
system that we've been dealing with all these years and perhaps come up with a
more workable system that will not delay the need for re-descriptions or just to
describe positions in itself. I would just leave it as is and hope that the
Department will move ahead. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And my take to this whole thing, I agree with
Chairman Mateo. We've done a lot of work in trying to streamline this County
and I feel uneasy adding provisos although that's an alternative that we have. But
I feel uneasy in doing that just because of the previous years. And reducing
manpower or eliminating vacant positions is one way that we can control to this
County. If the Department or any Department or Administration want to add
personnel, then they go through the process. You work with Personnel
Department even if you have to re-describe or describe positions that were held
before. Some of the positions were vacant for several years so, you know, the
process needs to be improved some way, somehow. But as Chairman of this
Committee, I'd like to really thank Corporation Counsel for coming up with that
idea but I feel that what we've got here is the way that this Chairman is going to
go.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair'?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I can support that, thank you very much,
Chair, because I wasn't too trustworthy anyhow. Okay, I have one more thing,
promise, Chair, this is the last thing. I hate to be the one with the last but I gotta
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do this please. Chair, I would like to move, and follow me now, everybody
follow, I'd like to move, well, let's go to Page 28 everybody please first of all so
everybody knows where I'm going. Under the Department of Transportation,
Subcategory would be two, and that's the Grant to MEO, Maui Economic
Opportunity, Inc. for the Ala Hou Program. And Mr. Chair, my motion is to
move that $88,833 from the Ala Hou Grant and move it down to No. 4, a grant to
the Maui Economic Opportunity, Inc. for Transportation Services - General Fund.
And change the grant title to read, a Grant to Maui Economic Opportunity Inc. for
the Transportation Services to include the Ala Hou Program. So I'm not taking
any money. I'm taking the money from there and moving it down under one
category.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. You want to make that into a motion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's my motion.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, I second the motion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Any discussion, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I just want to give a little bit of a rationale about why this
is being requested. As we know, we have talked about doing something about the
Ala Hou and putting it out to bid and all that stuff, and we had a request from
Transportation to advance them a quarter of funding to take care of this
transitional period. Of course, it would be nice if we could be able to do the same
thing for MEO but we have no money and so MEO will make the best of it by
combining the two funds together which would give them more flexibility to be
able to run their regular transportation and do the Ala Hou during that quarter. So
that's what's this is about.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more discussion? And I was
notified by Staff that we don't need to change the grant to Maui Economic
Opportunity, Inc. for Transportation Services. We can just leave at that and not
include the Ala Hou Program.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: To include the Ala Hou Program.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: No. Whatever you see there would be suffice and we don't
have to add Ala Hou Program to that No. 4.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So we don't have to take No. 2 and put it in No. 4?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We're moving the money from No. 2 to No. 4 but we won't add
the Ala Hou Program description.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So I withdraw that verbiage and I just will
make that motion to move it?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Members, any more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No other impacts on that move then
whatsoever?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No impacts.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: All in favor of the motion, please say "aye"?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aye.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Eight ayes and one no - Chairman Mateo. Motion carried.

VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson,
Kaho'ohalahala, Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki, and
Victorino.
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NOES:

Vice-Chair Mateo.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Staff, anything else to be taken cared of? Okay,
Members, we've concluded the review of the Fiscal Year 2011 budget. Staff, is
going to do all the changes and make new copies and then we'll reconvene this
meeting. This meeting is going to be in recess until Monday, May 3rd at 9
o'clock in this Chambers. So this Budget and Finance Committee meeting for
April 30th is in recess. . . . (gavel).. .

RECESS:

4:36 p.m.

APPROVED:

SEPH PONTANILLA, Chair
Budget and Finance Committee
Transcribed by: Jo-Ann C. Sato
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